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INTRODUCTION.
IN the only cheap edition of Hume’s ‘ I Emays and
Treatises” now intheBritishmarket,
the e w y s on
‘ I Miracles ” and “ A Particular Providence and a Future
State ” have been omitted, while the ‘‘ Natural ECistory.-aE
Religion” has been extensively mutilated, at least thirteen separate passages, some of themlengthy,
being
suppressed in the interests of the popular religion. This
edition, now or lately published by Measrs. Ward, Lodq
and Tyler, was &st issued by Messrs. A. Murray aad Son;
and its mutilated character is the more scandalous, seeing
that the title-page bears the statement : ‘‘ A careful reprint of the two vols. octavo edition ”. If there ever was
a two-volume edition of a similarly curtailed End, it is
.e.ta;nly not generally known ; and the effect of
publishers’ announoement is simply to deceive the readiq
public, who are led to suppose that the book offered &
em
corresponds to the various completetwo-volnme editions
of the latter part of last century and the earlier part d
this. The facts that for about fdty years there wew no
fmsh issaes of the “Essays ”, widely sold w they had
been in Hwne’s own day and the next generation, an&
that the only recent edition at a moderate prim is thus
piously fraudulent, &re sign&a& of the nature d au
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social and intellectual history since theFrench

Revolu-

tion.
A cheap and completeedition of Hume will doubtless
ere long beforthcoming.Meantime,
there being already
separate issues of the essay on Eracles’ ”, it has seemed
desirable to similarly .reprintthe(‘Natural
History of
Religion ”, one of Hurne’s most important treatises ; the
more so as so many readers havebeen led to suppose
they had perused the whole of it in the mutilated edition
It does not save the credit of the
abovementioned.
pious publisher that his excisions fail to make the treatise
innocuous to his faith; andmany readers may have
found the pruned versionverysuf2icient for its purpose.
To every independent student, however, the mutilation
of a text in the interests of orthodoxy is an intolerable
presumption ; and for such students the present issue is
intended. Thanks to the careful edition of Hurne’s works
by Messrs. Green and Grose, which has been followed in
this matter, it gives the many classical references in full.,
and according to the standard texts.
((

‘(The Natural History of Religion” was published by
Hume at the beginning of 1757, after his reputation had
been established by his earlier ‘(Essays ” and the first two
volumes of his ‘ I History of England
I t is the one of
his works which most explicitly asserts his Deism ; but on
amount of its rationalistic treatment of concrete religion
in general, which only nominally spared Christianity, it
was that which first brought upon him much theological
c&um in England.Thepugnacious
Warburton saw a

”.

1 The last edited, with an introduction, by
Freethought Publishing Company.

MI-.J. N.Wheeler.
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copybefore publication, and wrote to Millar, whowas
Hume’s publisher as well as his own, urgingits suppression. ‘(Sir ”, he characteristically begins, “ I suppose
you would be glad to know what sort of book it is which
sou are to publish with Hume’a name and yours to it. .
He is establishing Atheism; and in one single line of a
long essay professes to believe Christianity. . . .You have
often told me of this man’s moral virtues. He may have
many, for aught I know; but let me observe to you there
axe vices of the mind as well as of the aody ; and I think
a wickeder mind, and more obstinately bent on public
mischief, I never knew.”’ The (‘establishing Atheism ”
was perhapstruer in a way thanthe Christian critic
supposed;thoughnothing
could be more distinct than
Hume’s preliminary and repeated profession of Theism,
and nothing more unscrupulous than Warburton’s statement.
The publisher being undeterred, other steps were teken.
Of the reception of (‘The Natural History of Religion ’I,
Hume says in ‘(My Own Life ” : (‘Its b t entry waa
rather obscure, except only that Dr. Hurd wrote a pamphlet against it, with a l l the illiberalpetulance, arrogance,
and scurrility, which distinguish the Warburtonian school.
This pamphlet gaveme some consolation for the otherwise
indifferent reception ofmy performance.” On this Hurd,
with theological accuracy, writes : “ He was much hurt,
and no wonder, by so lively an attack upon him,and could
not help confessing it in what he c& his ‘Own Life ’
The pamphlet waa really in the main the work of Warburton, m we learn from Hurd, who, m M e m . Qreen

..

”.

* warbur&n’B u n

and Urose’B

ubliehed Papem, p. 809, oited in h.

ed.of € k m d e W o r b iii,61.
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and Orose o k e , tells the narrative of the piona fraud
((

with great simplicity ”. Warburton had written certain
characteristic observations on the margins of his copy of
Hnme, which Hurd thought worth printing; and the lion
handed the copyoverto his jackal, who, after slightly
manipulating the material, published it anonymously as
“ Remarks on Mr. D a d Hume’s Essay on
The Natural
History of Religion ’ : Addressed to the Rev. Dr. Warburton ”. Hurd thought the ‘(thin disguise ” sufficed to
take-in everybody, Hume included;butHume
actually
wrote to his publisher soon afterthe issue : I am
positively assured that Dr. Warburton wrote that letter
to himself, which you sent me ; and indeed the style
discovers him su5ciently”.’ He indicated a readiness to
disauss the(‘principal topics of my philosophy” with
Warburton ; butthoughtthe“Remarks
” not worth
answering;asthey
certainly were not. Warburton, of
oourse, was incapable of efficient controversy with Hume
on philosophical questions ; and indeed it would be impossible to point to any Englishman of that period who
waB properly q u a u e d for such a task. Butler had died in
1752 ; and, inthe words of Buckle’snote-book,
‘(in
ecclesiastical literaturethe mostprominent names were
Warburton,the bully, andHurd,the
sneak ” ; which
twain had, in the fashion above-noted, sought as wa8
their wont to labor together in a joint work to do a little
(‘Remarks ” on
good ”, as Warburton phrased it. The
Hume’s work published in the following year by S. T.”
‘were mom courteous than Warburton’s,but even less
oogent
((

.

’ Burkm’s ‘‘Life ”, ii, 36.
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To a rationalist reader to - day Hume’s (‘Natural
History ” is not more remarkable for its lucid analysis
and downright criticism of the popular anthropomorphic
religion of all ages, than for its singula;adoption of a
system which is only anthropomorphic with a difference.
It is, in effect, a demonstration, on the lines of a now
established anthropologicaltheory, that all religion had
its rise in the attempts of primevalman
to explain
natural phmnomena by personifiedcauses.
Hume here,
apparentlywithout seeking to resthis assumption on
any distinct theoretical basis, adopted the view of those
ancientswho, though in the dark as to cosmic history,
held alike on traditionaland on common-sense grounds
that mankind had risen from a state of savagery.
Cudworth, writing a hundred years before, brought
immense learning to the work of showing that all the
non-Christian religions exhibited a degenerationfrom the
monotheistic truth originally revealed to men bythe
creator;the attempt being motived, of course, by the
belief in creation and revelation with which Cudworth set
out. Hume, despite his avowedDeism, must have given
up the ordinary doctrine of the creation of man, whatever
theory he may have held as to the creation of the world.
He offers, however, no hypothesis as to the actual origin
of human life ; and his notion of the rise of religion would
wem thus to rest on ad unfixed conception of human beginnings, of which we cannot now even guess the details.
It is now pretty clear that Butler’s main fulcrum with the
thinkers of his day was the inveterate assumption that
there musthave been at somepoint of time a poeitive
creation of men and animals. This habitual belief, aa it

.

.
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in the case of Hume. He, however, could never have been
convinced by such an argument as Butler’s, which, resting
thetruth of an admittedly perplexing religion on the
perplexity of the theistic system of nature, went as f a r to

proveMohammedanism as to prove Christianity. To say
does Professor Huxley,’ that L ( the solid sense of Butler
leftthe Deism of theFreethinkers not a leg to stand
upon ”, is like arguing that if Darwinismcould not be
fully proved,Genesis must needs be true. Hume argued
less rashly. What he appears to have done was to leave
his conception of cosmic history in the vague, figuring
men to himself as indeed somehow created, but first
emerging in trustworthy history as “bmbarou~,necsseitous animals )’,who framed religious systems conformable
to their poor capacities.
From this point, Hume’s argument is a process of acute
deduction ; that is to say, he sees that ignorant savagee
mud have been polytheists, and goes on to show how, even
after monotheism has beenbroached, ignorant minds(‘the vulgar’’, a.~the phrase then ran-will always reduce
the ‘‘ spiritual ’) notion to an anthropomorphic form, and
monotheism to polytheism. Mr.Leslie Stephen has somewhat strangely argued,a as against Buckle, that Hume’s
argument is not deductiveinasmuch as it asserts at the
outset ;‘the observed fact that monotheism is a recent
growth ”. But in point of fact Hume assumes the inevitableness of primeval polytheism, and goes on to make
his historic statement, loosely enough, as part of the proof.
The historic proposition ia indeed so inaccurate a8 to imply
that Hume at this particular point was temporising, eince
as

“Hnme,” p.

1
164.
2 Pwtnight& B-,

Yay, 1880, p. 693.
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he must have known the facts were not as he said. It is
a matter of fact incontestable ”, he writes in the eecond
paragraph of his first section, “that about 1,700 years ago
all mankind were polytheists.’ The doubtful and sceptical
principles of a few philosophers, or the theism, and that, too,
wt entirely pure, of one or two nations, form no objection
worth regarding.” Now, allthat can be said as to the
impurity ” of the monotheism of the ages B.C. applies to
the alleged “ monotheism ” of Christianity itself, as Hume
laterrather broadly hints ; and the about 1,700 yeam
ago ” is thus a blind. The esotericmonotheismeven of
the Egyptian priesthood,not to speak of the Jewish,
waa theoretically &‘purer” than the quasi-monotheism of
orthodox Christianity, whichmade its Deity’s tri-personality muchmoreobvious
thanthe unthinkable unity
predicated of the Three. Hume’sproposition asto the
supreme antiquity of polytheism, of course, remained true;
but his own argument went to show that the beginning of
a widespread and popular but “ pure ” monotheism might
much more reasonablybe placed at thedate of Mohammed,
andstill morecorrectly be assigned to some unknown
period in the future. Hume knewverywell that in his
own country the Deists were not greatly more numerous
than the philosophic monotheists of Periclan Greece and
Ancient Egypt; and that the reigning faith waa polytheistic even in Protestant countries, while in the Catholic
it waa (‘idolatrous ” as well.
((

“ Idolaters ”

wm the word in the earlier editiom, and waa pm-

used without
regard
to ita precise meaning. But Hnme
reedeoted that the Pereians, and later the Jews, contemned dl
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%
t
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Indeed, the drift of the treatise is only too cleurly, for
orthodox readers, in the direction of showing that Christianity exemplifies all the laws of religious degeneration
seen at work in the faiths of the past. Hume did not
write his book merely to show how men constructed
foolish creeds in antiquity. The headings of the thirteenth
and fourteenth sections originally referred to ‘(most popular religions” ; but in later
editions the ’(most” wag
deleted, leaving no exception in favor of contemporary
faith. The passage at the end of section vi, which observes that it is ‘(happily the case with Christianity ” t o
be free from contradiction in its presentment of Deity, is
one of Gibbonian irony, the innuendo being a good deal
more trenchant than the disclaimer ; and several passages
explicitly satirise Christian dogma. Thus in the eleventh
section the proposition that ‘‘ all popular theology,especially the scholastic, has a kind of appetite for absurdity
and contradiction ”, is pointed by a sketch of the course
of Christian dogma :
‘$Ecclesiastical history sufEciently co&rns these reflections.
When a controversy is started, some people pretend alway5
with certainty toforetell the issue.Whicheveropinion,
say
they, is most contrary to plain sense, is sure to prevail, even
where the generalinterest of the system requiresnot that
decision. Though the reproach of heresy may, for some time,
be bandied about amongthe disputants, it always rests at last
on the side ofreason. Anyone, it is pretended, that has but
learning enough of this kind to know the definition of Arian,
Pelagian, Erastian, Socinian, S a b e h , Eutychian, Nedorian,
Monothelite, etc., not t o mention Protestant, whose fate is yet
uno&&,
w i l l be oonvinced of the truth of this obeervation,
It is thue a system becomes more & b m d in the end, merely
from ita being reasonable asd philosophical in the beginning.
f‘TO oppose the torrent of sohol&etic religion by such feeble

maxims as these-that ‘it is impossible for the mme to be sad
not to be ’, that ‘the whole is greater than E part ’, that * two
and three make five ’-is pretending to stop the ocean with a
bull-rush. Will you set up profanereasonagainst
8&~d
mystery ? No punishment is great enough for your impiety.
l
l
iserve
And the same ft.es which were kindled for heretics w
also for the destructionof philosophers.”

It is not clear why Professor Huxley‘ should speak of th;a
passage as showing “quite unusual acerbity” :it is exactly
i n the ironical tone in which Hum0 speaks of the absurdities
.of paganism, a tone much more humorousthan bitter. H b
allusion to the prevailing religion as L L superstition ”, in
the well-known passage describing his cheerful attitude
towards death, expresses the sametemper,always
with
good humor.
If, then, Hume’s “parade of sarcasticrespect ” to
Christianity was certainly ironical, is there any room for
surmise that he was glosing his real sentiments in the
matter of Deism 7 After f u l l reflection the answer must
be given in a qualifiedafErmative.
The case is well
summed up by Prefessor Hudey :
‘(Hume appears to have sincerely accepted the two fundamental conclusionsof the argument from design: m y , that 8
Deity exists ; and, secondly, that he posaesses attributes more
orlessallied
to those of humanintelligence.
But at this
embryonic stage of theology, Hume’s progress is arrested ; and
after a wwey of thedevelopment of dogma, his ‘general
.corollary ’ is that The whole is a riddle, an anigp.l, mn inexplicablemystery. Doubt, uncertainty, suspense of judgment,
appear the only result of our most accurate s m h y concerning
this subject. But such is the frailty of human reason, and such
the irresistible contagion of opinion, that even thie deliberste
danbt could
scarcely be upheld, did we not
our

Hume ’I, p. 142.

d,
opposirq: one species of superstition to another, set them
8 qmrrelling; while we ourselves, during their fury and conCntion,happilymakeourescape
into the calm,though
obscure, regions of philosophy.’
“ Thus it may fairly be presumed
that Hume expresses his
own sentiments in the words of the speech with which Philo
concludes the “Dialogues” [Le.,Hume’s “Dialogues concerning
Natural Religion ”3 :
“ ‘I
f the whole of natural theology, as some people seem to
maintain, resolvesitself into onesimple,thoughsomewhat
ambiguous, at least undehed proposition, That the cause OT
causes of order in the aniuerse probably hear some remote analogy
to human intelligence: If thispropositionbenotcapable
of
extension, variation, or more particular explication; if it affords
no inference that affects human life or can bethe source of any

sction or forbearance; and if the analogy, imperfect as it is,
be carried no further than to the human intelligence, and
cannot be transferred, with any appearance of probability, to
+he other qualities of the mind: if this really be the case, what
can the most inquisitive, contemplative, and religious man do
more than give tt plain, philosophical assent to the proposition,
as often as it occurs, and believe that the arguments on which
it is establishedexceed the objectionswhichlieagainst
it?
Some astonishment, indeed,will naturally arise from the greatness of the object ; some melancholy from its obscurity ; some
oontempt of human reason, that it can give no solution more
aatisfactory with regard to so extraordinary and magnificent
gnestion. But believeme,Cleanthes, the most natural sentiment which a well-disposed mind w
l
l
ifeel on this occasion, is B
longing desire and expectation that Heaven would be pleslsed
to dissipate, or at least alleviate, this profound ignorance, by
affording somemore particularrevelation to mankind, and
making discoveries of the nature, attributes and operations of
the divine object of our faith.’
‘‘ Buch being the sum total of Hume’s conclusions, it cannot
be eaid thst his theological burden is a heavy one. Bnt if we
tarn from the “NaturalHistory of Religion” to the “Treatise”,
the “ Inquiry ”, and the ‘‘ Didopee
the story of what
oan

”)
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happened to the ass laden with salt, who took to the water,
irresistibly snggesta itself. H u e ’ s theism,mch as it is, dissolves away in the dialectic river, until nothing is left but the
verbal sack in which it mas contained.”

Thisview is borne out by the general conduct of the
argument in the Ii Dialogues.’’ Ther.e is there put into the
mouth of Philo, the sceptic, the decisive argument that
any hypothesis of an ‘‘ ideal world ” such as Berkeley’s,
only raises a new problem of causation, since every conceived set of phamomena raise the question of cause just
as much as any set which they are put forward to explain ;
andthe
orthodox
or
Deistic
disputant, Cleanthes, is
made only t o reply in vacuous rhetoric, which no competent reader can ever have taken as a logical answer.
(‘Let us remember ”, says Philo, the story of the Indian
philosopherand his elephant. . . . . If thematerialworld
rests upon a similarideal world, this idealworldmust rest
upon some other, and so on withoutend. It were better,
therefore,never to look beyond thepresentmaterialworld.
((

B y supposing it to contain the principle of its order withila itself,
w e really aesert it to be God; and the sooner we arrive at that
Divine Being, so much the better. When you go one step beyond
the mundane sydm, you only excite an inquisitive humor
which it is impossible ever to satisfy.”‘
To whichCleanthes returns a string of windy commonplaces, firet surrendering altogether the doctrine of a fist
cause, then asserting, in a variety of phrases, that “the
whole chorus of nature raises one hymn to thepraises of its
Creator” ; and winding up : “You ask me what is the
caum of this cause? I know not : I care not ; that
concerns not me. I have found a Deity, and here I stop
my inquiry. Let those go further who are wieer or more
ennterpfi&ag.* Hume assuredIy did not fancy this

XVi
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amounted to a victory for the idealist. But it is hardly
less difEicult tosuppose, on the other hand, that he did
not see that the argument of Phi10 was as destructive of
the doctrine of a personal God as of that of an ideal
above
italicised
in Philo’e
world ”. The proposition
speech isthe thesis of Pantheism, betvreenwhich and
Atheism the difference is one of words only. The Atheist
says he knows nothing of the ‘(cause ” of the universe,
and therefore has nothing to say about Deity except that
he perceives the idea to be a human invention : the Pantheist asserts that the ‘‘ cause ” is within the universe-an
unadventurous truism enough, when we agree that ‘(universe ” means “ everything ”“and then proceeds
to
label
the universe ‘‘ God ’), without pretending to know anything of the nature of the mystery he has named. (‘The
sooner wearrive at that Divine Being, so much the better.”
“And ”, oneseems tohearHume
comment, sotto voce,
((Do notyouwishyoumay
get there ? ” He has,once
for all, destroyed his own proposition of an ‘(intelligent
author ” ; since ‘(author ” and universe are defined to be
one. If it be sought toseparate them oncemore, the
checkmatetoCleanthes
again comes into play : the
.predication of a ‘(cause ” outside the “ universe ” is on
allfours. with the theory of an“ideal world ”, and
simply prompts the questions, (1) What caused that outside cause ? (2) And what caused that cause, after an
eternity of non-causation, to cause the “ universe ” ? The
Theist has no escape from Athanasian self-contradiction ;
and it is impossible to doubt that Hume saw the collapse
of the cue wheche wrote, in thelast section of the
“Natural History ” : Even the contrarieties of nature,
by discoveringthemselveseverywhere, become proofs of

x

4

some consistent plan, and establish one single purpose or
intention, howeverinexplicable and incompehmibt%’?. That
is to say, the plan is clearly single and consistent, though
it is unintelligible. Bnd as against the professedlyconfident Theism of the ‘‘ Natural History”, we have in the
Dialogues’ the unanswereddictum of Philo : (‘There is
no view of human life or of the condition of mankind,
fromwhich, without the greatest violence,wecaninfer
the moral attributes, or learn that i d n i t e benevolence,
conjoined with infinite power and infinite wisdom, which
we must discover by the eyes of faith alone
Thus when
H u e makes all his disputants agree that the dispute is
not about the BeiHg but the Nature of Deity, the former
being ‘(self-evident ”, he is but driving back the Theistic
reasoner on the guns of Pantheism= Atheism ; for he
demonstrates in due course thatthe rtature cannot be
known. And Being of which we do not know the Nature
is simply Existence, which is what the Atheist predicates
of the Universe.
The circumstances of the publication of the “ Dialogues
concerning Natural Religion’’ go f a r to prove that, on
the one hand, they represent the matured opinions of
Eume on religious matters, and that, on the other hand,
the
he knew hi0 argumenta wentconsiderablybeyond
position taken up in the Natural History of Religion ”.
He had written the Dialogues years before the publication
of the Natural History, and kept them by him for the
rest of his life, retouching them with so much care aa to
make them the most finished of all his compositions. It
appears to have beenmore out of consideration for the

”.

-

-.

’ P. 443.

feelings of his friends than for his own sake that he did
not issue the book in his life-time; but, says hi5
biographer, (‘after having good-naturedly abstained, for
nearly thirty years, from the publication of a work which
might give pain and umbrage to his dearest friends : at
the close of lifs, and, when the lapse of timesince it
WRB written mighthave
beensupposed to render him
indifferent to its fate,-because
thereappeared
some
danger of its final suppression, he took decided and wellpondered steps to avert from it this fate. Suchwas the
character of the man !
The ‘(danger ” was that the
cautious and deistic Smith, whom Humehadappointed
his literary executor with injunctions to publish the ‘(Dialogues ”, wouldevade the task. Hume’s friend Elliott
‘(was opposedto thepublication of this work. Blair pleaded
strongly for its suppression ; and Smith, who had made
up his mind that he wouldnot edit the work,seems to.
have desired that the testamentary injunction laid on him
might be
revoked.”
In May 1776, Hume sent him,
“conformably to has desire ”, an((ostensibleletter
”
leaving it to Smith’sdiscretion as executorto delay or
abandon the publication of the ‘(Dialogues ”, enclosing
this in a private letter in which he deprecated Smith’s
fears and said : If I live a few years longer, I shall
publish them myself ”. Had this arrangement subsisted,.
the book might never have been published at all, Smith
writing later to Strahan that it had been his intention to.
“carefully preserve ’’ the MS., and leave it at his death
to Hume’s family. But by a codicil to his will in August
of the same year, Humeleft hie MSS. to Strahaa, his.
friend and publisher, desiring that the(‘Dialogues ” should

”’

Bnrton’s “Life

”, ii, 491.

c

I
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be published within two yeam of his death, but providing that if this were not done the property should return
to Hume’s nephew David, whose dutyin publishing
them, as the last request of his uncle, must be approved
of by all the world ”, Strahan in turn, advised by Smith
to “ consult some prudent friend about what you ought to
do ”, declined the responsibility ; and the book did not
appearuntil in 1779 the nephew fulfilled his uncle’B
wish.‘ I t is plain that the workwas felt all-round to be
something more than a deistic treatise, and Hume’s own
delay in issuing it shows that he thought it went further
khan any of his other writings. Indeed in a letter to his
friend Elliott in 1751, while professing to ‘l make Cleanthfm the hero of the dialogue ” he observes that he would
be glad of anything that will L i strengthen that side of the
argument ”, and that (lany propensity you imagine I have
to the other side crept in upon me against my will ” ;
going on to tell how in early youth he had begun uneasily
to doubt the soundness of the common opinion, and
virtually to hint that theism at times seems to him a case
of .&ding li our own figures in the clouds, our faces in the
moon, ourpassions and sentiments even ininanimate
matter ”.a Elliott of course could not give the help asked;
and the“hero of the dialogue ” is a heroic failure.
Hume never rebutted his own a,nti-theistic arguments.
In the opinion of Professor Huxley, ‘l One can but suspect that , . . . his shadowy and inconsistent theism wa8
the expression of his desire to rest in a state of mind
f i c h distinctly excluded negation, while it included aa
W e as possible of &mation, respecting aproblem
1

9

Burton’s ‘$Life”, ii., 496.
Id. i. 333. See also &ley’s

(‘Hume

*I,

p. 14f.
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which hefelttobe
hopelesslyimpossible ”. Herethe
terms distinctly excluded negation ”, and ( ( aa little as
possible of af6rmation ”, Beem to me ill-chosen ; but the
Professor appears to be looking in the right direction for
an explanation.
Must we say, then,, that when Hume in the “Natural
History ” professes an unhesitating conventional Theism
he wassimply dissembling for the sake of his comfort?
That would perhaps be a toopositive statement of *he
case ; but it seems as if a few qualifications would reduce
it to accuracy. The absolute dissimulation may be said to
lie in the use of the ordinary Deistic phrases of ‘I intelligent author”, “design”, and so forth, which mere irreconcilable alike with Hume’B Pantheistic logic in the Dialogues
and with the scepticism of the ‘‘ Inquiry Concerning the
to
HumanUnderstanding ” ; and what wemaysurmise
have taken place in his mind is the argument that since
thereis something mysterious inthe universe, since we
cannot but assume a Noumenon for the Phsnomena, there
is no harm in putting the principle into the phraseology
of the most rational of the current popular opinions. I t is
very much as if Mr. Spencer whould call the Unknowable
by the name God, by way of getting on pleasantly with
Mr.Martineau and Mr. Voysey ; only M i . Spencer has
not Hume’s reason to apprehend odium for proclaiming
Pantheistic or Atheistic principles; and the Theists to-day,
&B apart from the Trinitarians, have no conaiderable
prestige. In Hume’s day, in Edinburgh, it was bad
enough to be a Deist; : the clergy would have crushed him
for that if they could ; and only the goodwill earned by
hie personal charm of character enabled him to secure
such a post as that of the keeper of the Advocate’B Library

,

in despite of the efforts of the bigots. Had he professed
downright Atheism, no personal amiability could have
availed to save him from almost general ostracism ; the
average Deist being commonly found to be only a few
degrees less bigoted than the average Christian, when it
comes to the handling of professedAtheists.Milton’s
Arianism never made him diffident on that score. When
all is said, however, the fact remains that undergrave
menace of hardship Hume temporised on religious questions. Not only did he, as we have seen, adopt in the
“Natural History ” the tone of a Deism which wasnot his,
but in his History of England he inserted for a time a
footnote on the ‘(use ” and ‘(abuse ” of religion, the only
effect of which is to suggest an attitude towards supernaturalist tenets which he did not redly hold.And, a~+
is well known, he actually prescribed for others a policy
of concession to the superstitions of the time, agreeing
with Pdey in recommending holy orders to a young man
who had doubts about the Church’s doctrines. As to this,
again, we have to remember that in his middle age he had
become a commonplace Tory, that is, a Tory by temperament ; and that his political bias would of necessity affect
hie relations to outspoken rationalism in other directions.
I n fine, he was for his time, intellect apart, a kindly and
a conscientious man,beingregardedby
thethoughtful
and rationd AdamBmith as ( I approaching as nearly to
the idea of a perfectly wise and vil.tuous man, as perhaps
tho nature of human frailty will permit ” ; and he had
probably a great deal more moral courage than certain
unclassiiied critics who to-day accuse him of moral
cowardice. But he was certainly not one of the heroes
of truth, or of the marof progress. Ee was a @eat
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writer; but the sterner joys of his vocation were not for
him.
This said, it remains to do justice to the incomparable
insight and lucidity of his philosophical performance. This
is not the place to review his system m a whole; but no
characterization of Hume can be just which does not take
note of the masterliness of his grasp of the fundamentd
problems of philosophy, and the singular skill of his exposition of every subject on which he laid his hand. In
the estimation of a critic of a different school, he is the
first master of philosophical English ; and it is matter of
history that his performance is the turning point of all
modernmetaphysics.
The treatise whichfollows is a
study ratherin psychology thanin metaphysics, being
indeed one of the firstsuccesses of positivephilosophy,
properly so called, and in effect the foundation of the
modernscientific study of religion, havinghad a large
sharein priming the French rationalistic work of the
Revolutionary period. It has not yet been supmseded,
because some of its most acute and important suggestions
have not yet beensystematically applied, a6 they muat
one day be, in regard to any one cam of religious history.
AB they stand they are incomplete; and one could wiah
that Hume had set himself to work out in the conorete
the -evolution, for instance, of Judaism and Christiahty.
AB a great sociologist has well poiuted out,’ the most
luminoua exposition of general orabstract truths i d u e n m
the mass of meu much less than an inductive or concrete
argument to the same end ; and Hume’s actual iduenw,
m u t i n g by simple numbem, has been small in pmp&ion

.
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his intellectual eminence. He has made far fewer
rationalists thanPaine.
And it would havebeen
well worth his while to show in detail how far the temper
of oriental adulation went to magnify the tribal Yahu into
a deity further transformable into the, so to speak, pantheised Spirit of a creed evolred from an older and wider
culture.
As it is, however, we have in the ‘(Natural History of
Beligion a concise and serviceable account of the origin,
growth, and survival of religious notions,which will go
further to eloar up a beginner’s ideas of the nature of past
and present religion that any other studJ of similar length
and purpose. That deities arethe merepersonifications
of unknown causes ; that untrained minds theologise from
particulars and not from generals, and ignore inconsistencies from sheer mental impotence ; that ignorance is
always tending to turn abstract notions of Deity into
concrete, to give its Godita own characteristics, and to
resort to ignoble propitiations ; that religious history is a
process of 0uxand refluxbetween the refined and the
crude conceptions, ignorance now degradinga doctrine,
. and reason again revolting from the follies of ignorance
and seeking to purify its ideas-all this is set forth by
Hume with the puissant easewhich marks his reflective
writingin general. The ostensible drift of the treatise,
aa weaaw, is to make out that whereas ignorant people
cannot rightly conceive the power interpenetrating an
i d k i t e universe, more cultured people may ; but that is a
thesis which for any thoughtfulreader aervea torefute
itself. He, at least, who in these days cansuppose that
the scanty knowledge possible to the wisest of mankind
w
l
l
iseme to bridge thegulf between finity and infinitude,
k,
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is already p a t all misleading. It is a drawback, again,
that the temporising spirit has withheld a plain application of the argument to the beliefs actually current in
Europe.Buthere
again the treatise accomplishes more
than it says, the reader having but to apply to the faith of
his neighbors the propositions of Hume as to the (‘impious conceptions of the divine nature ” and the ((bad
influence on morality ” of the (‘popular religions ”. In
fine, a ‘(Natural Historyof Religion”, to be worthy of the
name, .as this is, must be capableof application to the last
religion as well as to the first. There is thus secured the
gain of a comprehensive and philosophic view.
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not from an original instinct or primary impression of
nature, such as gives rise toself-love,affectionbetween
the sexes,love of progeny, gratitude, resentment; since
everyinstinct of this kind has been found absolutely
universal in all nations and ages, and has always a precise
determinate object, which it inflexibly pursues. The first
religious principles must be secondary ; such as may easily
be perverted by various accidents and causes, and whose
operation too, in somecases, may by an extraordinary
concurrence of circumstances be altogether prevented.
What those principles are, which g k e r i s e to the original
belief, and what those accidents and causes are, which
direct its operation, is the subject of our present enquiry.

SECTION
I.-mat

Polytheism was the primary ReligioR
Zen.

sf

It appears to me, that if we consider the improvement
of human society, frons rude beginnings to a state of
greater perfection, polytheism or idolatry mas, and necessarily must have been, the first and most ancient religion
of mankind. This opinion I shall endeavor to confirm by
the following arguments.
It is a matter of fact incontestable, that about 1,700
years ago all mankind were polytheists. The doubtful and
sceptical principles of a few philosophers, or the theism,
and that too not entirely pure, of one or two nations, form
no objection worth regarding. Behold thenthe
clear
testimony of history. m e farther we mount upinto
antiquity, the more do we fbd mankind plunged into
polytheism. No marks, no symptoms of any more perfect
religion. The most ancient records of the human race still
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present us with that system as the popular and established
creed. Thenorth,thesouth,
the east,the west, give
their unanimous testimony tothe same fact. What can
be opposed to so full an evidence?
As far as writing or history reaches, mankind, in ancient
times, appear universally to have been polytheists. Shall
we assert, that in more ancient times, before the knowledge of letters,or the discovery of any art orscience,
men entertained the principles of pure theism? That
is,
while they were ignorant and barbarous, they discovered
truth; but fell into error, as soon as they acquired learnand politeness.
But inthis
assertion you not only contradict all
appearance of probability, but aleo our present experience concerning the principles and opinions of barbarous
nations. The savage tribes of America, Africa, and &ia,
are all idolaters. Not asingle exception tothis rule.
Insomuch that, were a traveller to transport himself into
any unknown region ; if he found inhabitants cultivated
with arts and sciences, though even upon that supposition
there are odds against their being theists, yet could he not
,safely,till farther inquiry, pronounce any thing on that
head : but if he found them ignorant and barbarous, he
might beforehand declare them idolaters ; and there
acarcely is a possibility of his being mistaken.
I t seems certain that, according to the natural progress
of humanthought, the ignorantmultitude
must first
entertain some grovelling and familiar notion of superior
powers, before they stretch their conception to that perfect
Being who bestowed order on the whole hame of nature.
We may as resonably imagine that men inhabited palaces
before hutsand cottages, or studied geometry before

4
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agrhlture ; as assert that the Deity appeared to them a
pure spirit, omniscient,
omnipotent,
and omnipresent,
before he was apprehended tobe a powerful, though
limited being, with human passions.and appetites, limbs
and organs. The mind rises gradually, from inferior to
superior : by abstracting from what is imperfect, it forms
an idea of perfection : and slowly distinguishing the
nobler parts of its own frame from the grosser, it learns
to transfer only the former, much elevated and refined, to
its divinity. Nothing could disturb this natural progress
of thought, but someobvious and invincible argument,
which might immediately lead the mind into thepure
princ,iples of theism, and make it overleap, at one bound,
the vast interval which is interposed between the human
and the divine nature. But though I allow that the order
andframe of the universe,whenaccuratelyexamined,
affords such an argument ; yet I can never think that this.
consideration could have an iduence on mankind, when
they formed their first rude notions of religion.
The causes of such objects as are quite familiar to us,
never strike our attention or curiosity ; and however.
extraordinary or surprising these objects in themselves,
they are passed over, by the raw and ignorant multitude,
without muchexaminationor
enquiry. Adam, rising at
once in Paradise, and in thefull perfection of his faculties,
would naturally, as represented by Milton, be astonished
at the glorious appearances of nature, the heavens, the air,
the earth, his o m organs and members ; and would be.
led to ask, whence this wonderfulscenearose.
But a
barbarous, necessitoui animal (such as man is on the first
origin of society),pressed by such numerous vants and
passions, has no leisure to admire the regular face of.

.
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speculative opinions ; nor is the knowledge of the one
propagated in the same manner with that of the other.
An historical fact, while it passes by oral tradition from
eye-witnesses and contemporaries, is disguised in every
successive narration, and may at last retain but very
small, if any, resemblance of the original truth on which
it was founded. The frail memories of men, their love of
exaggeration, their supine carelessness ; these principles,
if notcorrected by books and writing, soon pervert the
account of historical eventi, where argument or reasoning
has little or no place, nor can ever recal the truth which
has once escaped those narrations. It is thus the fables of
Hercules,Theseus,Bacchus,
are supposed to have been
originally founded in true history, corrupted by tradition.
But with regard to speculativeopinions, the case is far
otherwise. If these opinions be founded in arguments so
clear and obvious as to carry conviction with thegenerality
of mankind, the same arguments mhich at first diffused
the opinions will still preserve them in their original
purity. Lf the arguments be more abstruse, and more
remote from vulgar apprehension, the opinions will always
be conhed to a few persons ; and as soon as men leave
the contemplation of the arguments, the opinions will
immediately be lost and be buried in oblivion. Whichever side of this dilemma we take, it must appear impossible that theismcould,fromreasoning,
have been the
primary religion of' human race, and have afterwards, by
its aorruption, given birth to polytheism and to all the
various superstitions of the heathen world. Reason, when
obvious, prevents these corruptions: when abstruse, it keeps
the principles entirely from the knowledge of the vulgar,
who are alone liable to corrupt any prinoiple or opinion.
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SECTION
11.-Origin of Polytheisnt.
If we would, therefore, indulge our curiosity, in enquiring concerning the origin of religion,wemust turn OUT
thoughts towards polytheiem, the primitivereligion
of
uninstructed mankind.
Were men led into the apprehension of invisible,
intelligent power, by a contemplation of the works of
nature, they could never 2ossibly entertain any conception
but of one single being, who bestowed existence and order
on this vast machine, and adjusted all its parts, according
to one regular plan or connected system. For though, to
persons of a certain turn of mind, it may not appear altogether absurd that several independent beings, endowed
with superior wisdom, might conspire in the contrivance
and execution of one regular plan: yet is this a merely
arbitrary supposition,which,even
if allowedpossible,
must be confessed neither to be supported by probability
nor necessity. All things in the universe are evidently of
piece. Everything is adjusted
to
everything. One
design prevails throughout the whole. And this uniformity leads the mind to acknowledgeone author; becauss
the conception of different authors, without any distinction
of attributes or operations, serves only to give perplexity
to the imagination, without bestowing any satisfaction on
the understanding. Thestatue of Laocoon,aswe learn
from Pliny, was the work of three artists : but it is certainthat, werewe not told so, weshouldnever
have
imagined that a group of figures, cut from one stone, and,
united in one plan, was not the work and contrivance of
one statuary. To ascribe any single effect to the combin-
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ation of several causes, is not surely a natural and obvious
supposition.
On the other hand, if, leaving the works of nature, we
trace the footsteps of invisible power in the various and
contrary events of human life, we are necessarily led into
polytheism, and to the acknowledgment of several limited
and imperfectdeities.
Storms and tempests ruin what is
nourished by the sun. The sun destroys what is fostered
by the moisture of dews and rains. War may be favorableto a nation whom the inclemency of the seasons
a$licts with famine. Sickness and pestilencemay depopulate a kingdom, amidst the mostprofuseplenty.
The same nation is not, at the same time, equally successful by sea and land. And a nation which now triumphs
over its enemies, may anon submit to their more prosperous arms. In short, the conduct of events, or what we
call the plan of a particular providence, is so full of
variety and uncertainty, that, if we suppose it immediately
ordered by any intelligent beings, we must acknowledge a
contrariety in their designs and intentions, a constant
combat of opposite powers, and a repentance or change of
intention in the samepower,fromimpotence
or levity.
Each nation has its tutelar deity. Each element is subto itsinvisible power or agent. The province of each god
is separate from that of another. Nor are the operations
of the same godalways certain and invariable. To-day
he protects : to-morrow he abandons us. Prayers and
samihes, ritesand ceremonies, wellor ill performed, are the
sources of his favor or enmity, and produce all the good
or ill fortune which are to be found amongst mankind.
We may conclude, therefore, that in all nations which
have embraced polytheism, the §rst ideas of religion
.
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arose, not from a contemplation of the works of nature,
but from a concern withregardtothe
events of life,
and from the incessanthopes andfears which actuate
the human mind. Accordingly we find that all idolatera,
having separated the provinces of their deities, have
recowse t o that invisible agent to whose authority they
are immediately subjected, and whoseprovince it is to
superintend that course of actions in which they are at
any time engaged. Juno is invoked at marriages ; Lucina
at births. Neptune receives the prayers of seamen ; and
Mars of warriors. The husbandman cultivates his field
under the protection of Ceres ; and the merchant acknowledges the authority of Mercury. Each natural event is
supposed to be governed by some intelligent agent; and
nothing prosperous or adverse can
happen in life, which may
not be thesubject of peculiar prayers or thanksgivings.’
It must necessarily,indeed, be allowed, that in order
t o carry men’s attention beyond the present c a m e of
things, or lead them into any inferenceconcerning invisible intelligent power, they must be actuated by some
passion which prompts their thought and reflection ; some
motive which urges their &st inquiry. But what passion
shall we here have recourse to, for explaining an effect of
auch mighty consequence ? Not speculative
curiosity
surely, or the pure love of truth.That
motive ie too

* “Fragilis et laborioss morttllitas in partes ista digessit, infirmitatis sue. memor, ut portionibu quisquis coleret, quo maxime indigeret” (PIin. lib. ii. cap. 7). So earlyas Hesiod’s time there were
30,000 deities (Works and Days, lib. i. ver. 250 . Butthe task to
be performed by these seems still too great for t eir number. The
provinces of thedeitieswere 80 subdivided, that there waa even B
God of Bteezijzg ( w e Aristotle’s Problems, sec. 33, cap. 7). The
province of copulrttion, Euitable to the importanoe and dignity of it,
WBB divided among several deities.

h
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refined for such gross apprehensions, and would lead men
into inquiries concerning the frame of nature ; a subject
too large and comprehensive for their narrow capacities.
No passions, therefore, can be supposed to work upon
such barbarians, but the ordinary affections of human life ;
the anxiousconcern for happiness, the dread of future
misery, the terror of death, thethirst of revenge, the
appetite for food and other necessaries. Agitated by hopes
and fears of this nature, especially the latter, men scrutinise, with a trembling curiosity, the course of future causes,
and examine the various and contrary events of human
life. And in this disorderedacene, with eyes still more
disordered and astonished, they see the first obscure traces
of divinity.

SECTION
IK-The

I

same sudject continued.

W e are placed in this world, as in a great theatre, where
the true springsand causes of everyevent are entirely
unknown to us; nor have we either s a c i e n t wisdom to
foresee, or power to prevent, those ills with which we are
continually threatened. We hang in perpetual suspense
between life and death, health and
sickness, plenty and
want, which are distributed amongst the human species
by secret and unknown causes,whoseoperation
is oft
unexpected, and alwaysunaccountable.These
unknozcn
causes, then, become the constant object of our hope and
fear; and while the passions are kept in perpetual alarm
by an anxious expectation of the events, the imagination
is equdy employed in forming ideas of those powers on
which we have so entire a dependence. Could men anatomise nature, according t o the most probable, at least the
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most intelligible philosophy, they wouldfind that these
causes are nothing but the particular fabric and structure
of the minute parts of their own bodies and of external
objects; and that, by a regular and constant machinery,
alI the events are produced about which they are so much
concerned. Butthis philosophyexceeds the comprehension of the ignorant multitude, who can only conceive the
tclzknowlz causes in a general and confused manner, though
their imagination, perpetually employed on the same
subject, must labor to form some particular and distinct
idea of them. The more they consider these causes themselves, and the uncertainty of their operation, the less
satisfaction do they meet with in their research ; and,
however unwilling, they must at last hare abandoned so
mduous an attempt, were it not for a propensity in human
nature, which leads into a system that gives them some
satisfaction.
There is an universaltendencyamongst
mankind to
to
conceive all beings like themselves, andtotransfer
every object those qualities with which they are familiarly
acquainted, and of which they are intimately conscious.
We find human faces inthe
moon, armies inthe
clouds; andby a natural propensity, if not corrected
by experience and reflection,ascribemalice
and good
will to everything thathurts or pleases us. Hence
the frequency andbeauty of the prosopopaka in poetry,
where trees, mountains, and streams are personified, and
the inanimate parts of nature acquire sentiment and passion.
Andthough these poetical figures and expressions gain
not on the belief, they may serve, at least, to prove a
certain tendency in the imagination, without which they
wuld neither be beautiful nor natural. Nor is a river-
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god or hamadryad always taken for a mere poetical or
imaginary persomge ; but may sometimes enter into the
real creed of the ignorant vulgar ; whileeachgrove or
field is represented as possessed of a particular geniw or
invisible power,
which
inhabits or protects it.
Nay,
philosophers cannot entirely exempt themselves from this
natural frailty ; but have oft ascribed to inanimate matter
the horror of a cacuum, sympathies, antipathies, and other
affections of humannature.The
absurdity is not less,
while we cast our eyes upwards ; and transferring, as is
too usual, human passions and infirmities to the deity,
represent him as jealous and revengeful, capricious and
partial, and, in short, a wicked and foolish man, in every
respect but his superior power and authority. No wonder,
then,that mankind,being placed insuch an absolute
ignorance of causes, and being at
tho
same
time
BO
anxious concerning their future fortunes, should immediately acknowledge a dependence on invisible powers
possessed of sentiment and intelligence. The u n h o m
cauae8, which continually employ their thought, nppearing
always in the sameaspect, are all apprehended to be of
the same kind or species. Nor is it long before we
ascribe to them thought, and reason, and passion, and
sometimes even the limbs and figures of men, in order to
bring them nearer to a resemblance with ourselves.
I n proportion as any man’s course of life is governed by
accident, we always find that he increases in superstition,
as may particularly be observed of gamesters m
m
d sailors,
who, though of all mankind the least capable of serious
consideration, abound most in frivolous and superstitious
apprehensions. The Gods, says Coriolanus in Dionysius,l
1

Lib.

viii. 33.

*
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have an influence in everyaffair, but above all in war,
where the event is BO uncertain. All human life, especidy
before the institution of order and good government, being
subject to fortuitous accidents, it is natural that superstition should prevail everywhere in barbarous ages, and put
men on the most earnest inquiry concerning those invisible
powers who disposeof their happiness or misery. Ignorant
of astronomy and the anatomy of plants and animals, and
too little curious to observe the admirable adjustment of
finalcauses, they remain still unacquainted with a first
and supreme creator, and with that infinitely perfect spirit
whoalone byhisalmighty will bestoFed order on the
whole frame of nature. Such a magnificent idea is too big
for their narrow conceptions,whichcan neither observe
the beauty of the work, nor comprehend the grandeur
of its author. They suppose their deities, however potent
and invisible, to be nothing but a species of human
creatures, perhaps raised from among mankind, and
retaining all human passions and appetites, together with
corporeal limbs and organs. Such limited beings, though
masters of human fate, being each of them incapable
of extending his influenceeverywhere,must
be vastly
multiplied, in order to answer that variety of events
which happen over the wholeface
of nature. Thus
every place is stored with a crowd of localdeities ; and
thus polytheism has prevailed, and still prevails, among the
greatest pa& of uninstructed mankind.'
Any of the human affections may lead us into the notion
1 T h e followinglines
of Euripides are so much to the present
p'upcs3, that I caanot forbear quoting them :
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of invisible, intelligent power, hope as well as fear, gratitude as well as affliction; but if we examine our own
hearts, or observe what passes around us, we shall find
that men are much oftener thrown on their knees by the
melancholy than by the agreeable passions. Prosperity
is easily received as our due, and few questions are asked
concerning its cause or author. I t begets cheerfulness
and activity and alacrity and a lively enjoyment of every
social and sensual pleasure ; and during this stateof mind
men have little leisure or inclination tothink of the
unknowninvisibleregions.
On the otherhand, every
disastrousaccident alarms us, andsets us on enquiries
concerning the principles whence it arose ; apprehensions
spring up with regard to futurity ; and the mind, sunk
into diffidence, terror,and melancholy, has recourse to
every method of appeasing those sacred intelligent powers
on whom our fortune is supposed entirely to depend.
No topic is more usual with aU popular divines than to
display the advantages of afaiction in bringing men to a
due sense of religion, by subduing their confidence and
sensuality, which in times of prosperity make them forgetful of a divineprovidence.
Nor is this topic c o n h e d
merely to modernreligions. The ancients have also employed it. “Fortune has never liberally, without envy,”
says a Greek historian,’ ‘‘bestowed an unmixed happiness
C d p o v u ~6’ d
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“There is nothing secure in the world ; no glory, no proaperib.
The Gods toss all life into confusion ; mix everything withits reverse ;
that dl of UB,from our ignorance and uncertainty, may pay them
the more worehip and reverence.”
1 Did.Sio., lib. i
ii.47.
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on mankind ; but with all her gifts has everconjoined
somedisastrouscircumstance,
in order to chastisemen
into a reverence for the Gods, whom, in a continued course
of prosperity, they are apt toneglect and forget.’’
Whatage or period of lifeisthe
mostaddicted to
superstition ? The weakest and mosttimid. W l a t sex ?
The same answer must be given. “ The leaders and
examples of every kind of superstition ”, says Strabo,l
‘(are the women.Theseexcite the men to devotion and
supplications, and the observance of religious days. It is
rare to meet with one that lives apart from the females,
and yet is addicted to such practices. And nothing can,
for this reason, be more improbable thanthe account
given of an order of men amongst the Getes, who practised celibacy, and were notwithstanding the most religious fanatics.”
A method of reasoning whichwould
lead us to entertain a bad idea of the devotion of monks ;
did we not know, by an experience not so common, perhaps,
in Strabo’s days, that one may practicecelibacy, and
profess chastity, and yet maintain the closest connexions,
and most entire sympathy, with that timorous .and pious
sex.

SECTION
IT.-Deities

not considered as Creators or Formers
of the Torld.
The only point of theology in whichwe shall h d a
consent of ‘mankindalmost universd, is that there is invisible, intelligent power in the world ; but whether this
power be supreme or subordinate; whether confined to one
1 Lib.

vi. 297.
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being or distributed amongseveral;whatattributes,
qualities, connexions, or principles of action ought to be
ascribed to those beings-concerning all these points there
is the widest difference in the popular systems of theology.
Ourancestors in Europe, before the revival of letters,
believed, as we do at present, that there was one supreme
God, the author of nature, whose power, though in itself
uncontrollable, was yet often exerted by the interposition
of his angels and subordinate ministers, who executed his
sacred purposes. But they also believed that all naturewas
full of other invisible powers-fairies, goblins, elves,
sprights, beings stronger andmightier than men, but
much inferior to the celestial natures who surround the
throne of God. Now, suppose that anyone in those ages
had denied the existence of God and his angels, would
not his impietyjustlyhave
deserved the appellation of
Atheism, even though he had still allowed, by some odd
capricious reasoning, that the popular stories of elves and
fairies were just and well-grounded?The difference, on
the one hand, between such a person and a genuine Theist,
is infinitely greater than that, on the other, between him
and one that absolutely excludes all invisible intelligent
power.And
it is a fallacy, merelyfrom the casual
resemblance of names, without any conformity of meaning, to rank such oppositeopinions
under the same
denomination.
To anJone mho considers justly of the matter, it will
appearthatthe
Gods of all polytheists are no better
thanthe elvesor
fairies of our ancestors, and merit
as little any pious worship or veneration. These pretended religionists are realIy a kind of superstitioue
Atheists, and acknowledge no being that corresponds

,
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to our idea of a deity. No first principle of mind or
thought : No supremegovernment and administration :
No divine contrivance or intention inthefabric of the
world.
The Chinese,when‘ their prayers are not answered,
beat their idols. The deities of the Laplanders are any
large stone which they meetwith of an extraordinary
The Egyptian mythologists, in order to account
for animal worship, said that the Gods, pursued by the
violence of earthborn men,whowere their enemies, had
formerly been obliged to disguise themselves under the
semblance of b e a ~ t s . ~The Caunii, a nation in the Lesser
Asia,resolving to admit no strange Gods amongthem,
regularly, at certain seasons,assembledthemselves completely armed, beat the air withtheir lances, and proceeded in that manner to their frontiers, in order, m they
said, to expel the foreign d e i t i e ~ .“Not
~
even the immortal
Gods ”, said some German nations to O~esar, “ are a match
for the Suevi ”.5
Many iua, says Dione in Homer to Venus wounded
by Diomede,many
ills, my daughter, have the Gods
inflicted on men, and many ills, in
return,
have
men
inflicted on the
We need but open any classic
author to meet with these gross representations of the
deities;and Longin~s,~
with reason,observes that such
ideas of the divine nature, if literally taken, contain a
true Atheism.
n.

”.

P&rele Compte.
1 asgnSrd,
Voyage de Laponie
Did. Sic., lib. i. 86. Lucian de SaoriGoiis, 14. Ovid alludes to the
m e tradition, Metam., lib. v. 1. 321. So also Maniliurr, lib. iv. 800.
Herodot., lib. i. 172.
5 Dm. Comment. de bello GFallioo, lib. iv. 7.
6 Lib. v. 582.
7 map.
3
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Somewriters' havebeen surprised, that the impieties
of Aristophanes should have been tolerated, nay publicly
acted andapplaudedby
the Athenians ; a people so
superstitious and so jealous of the public religion, that
atthat verytimetheyput
Socrates to death for his
imagined incredulity. But these writers consider not that
the ludicrous, familiar images, under which the Gods are
represented by that comic poet, instead of appearing impious,were
the genuinelights
in which the ancients
conceived their divinities. What conductcan be more
criminal or mean, than that of Jupiter in Amphitrion?
Yet that play, which represented his gallant exploits,
was supposed so agreeable to him that it was always
acted in Rome by public authority, when thestate
was threatenedwith pestilence, famine, or anygeneral
like
all
cld
calamity.2 The Romans supposed, that,
letchers, he would be highly pleased with the rehearsal
of his formerfeats of prowess and vigor, andthat no
topic was so proper, upon which to flatter his vanity.
The Lacedemonians, says Xenophon,3alwaysduring
war put. up their petitions very early in the morning, in
order to be beforehand with their enemies, and, by being
the first solicitors, pre-engaged the Gods in theirfavor. We
may gather from Seneca4that it was usual for the votaries
in the temple to make interest with the beadle or sexton
that they might have a seat near the image of the deity,
in order to be the best heard in their prayers and applica%ionsto him. The Tyrians, when besieged by Alexander,
threw chains on the statue of Hercules to prevent that
1 Pkre Bnunoy,
am O r d m '*

.

'

b o b . , lib.

"h&tre des &eo8

vii. 607 E.

3

"

; and Fontenelle, ''Histoire

De Laced. Rep. 13.

E@,

xli.
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deity from deserting tothe enemy? Augustus, having
twice lost his fleet by storms, forbad Neptune to be carried
in procession along with the other Gods, and fancied that
he had sufficientlyrevengedhimself by that expedient.3
After Germanicus's death the people were so enraged at
their Gods that they stoned them in their temples, and
openly renounced all allegiance to them.3
To ascribe the origin and fabric of the universe to these
imperfect beings never enters into the imagination of any
Polytheist or idolater. Hesiod, whose writings, with those
;of Homer, contained the canonical system of the heathens4
"Hesiod, I say, supposes Gods and men to have sprung
equally from the unknown powers of n a t ~ r e . ~And
throughout the whole theogony of that author Pandora is
the only instance of creation or a voluntary production ;
and she, too,was
formed by the Gods merely from
despite to Prometheus, who had furnished men with
stolen &e from the celestial regions.6 The ancient mythologists, indeed, seem throughout to have rather embraced
the idea of generation than that of creation or formation,
andto have thence accounted for the origin of this
universe.
Ovid,wholived
in a learned age, andhad been instructed by philosophers inthe principles of a divine
.creationor formation of the world ; finding that such
.an idea would notagreewith
the popular mythology
which he delivers,leaves it, in a manner, loose and de-

' Quint. Curtiua, lib. iy. cap. iii. Diod. Sic., lib. d.
Suet. in Vita dug., CEP. xvi.
Id. in Vita Gal CE . v.
Herodot., lib. 'k. f,uchn, Jz4pitw Co@&tua, ds Imtec, Gatrm,

45.
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t a c h d from his system. &zcispzcis fwit iZZe Dswm ?
Whichever of the Gods it was, says he, that dissipated the
chaos, and introduced order intothe universe, it could
neitherbeSaturn, he knew, nor Jupiter, nor Neptune,
norany of the received deities of paganism. His theologhal system had taught him nothing upon that head ;
and he leaves the matter equally undetermined.
Diodorus Sculus,2beginning his work with an enumeration of the most reasonable opinionsconcerning the
origin of the world, makes no mention of a deity or
intelligent mind ; though it is evident from his history,
that he had a much greater proneness to superstition than
to irreligion. And in another passage,s talking of the
Ichthyophages, a nation in India, he say8 that, there being
so great difficulty in accounting for their descent, we must
conclude them to be a$orig$nes,withoutanybeginning of
their generation, propa&ting their raoe from all eternity ;
ae Borne of the physiologem, in treating of the origin of
nature,have justly observed. “But in suchsubjects as
these,” adds the historian, ‘‘ which exceed all human capacity, it maywell happen, that those who discourse th0
most, b o w the least ; reaching a specious appearance of
truth in theirreasonings, while extremely wide of the real
truth and matter of fact.”
A strange sentiment in our eyes, to be embraced by a
professed and zealous religionist ! But it was merely by
Metamorph. lib. i. 1. 32.
2 Lib. i. 6, et 8eq.
Id. iii. 20.
author, who can thos 8ooounifor the origin of the wo&
without a Deity, esteems it impioue to ex lain, from physical oawes,
the oommon aocidente of life, earthqtu&.q, inundations, and taupe& ; snd devoutly asaribeg these to the anger of Jupiter OT Neptaae.
A plain proof when- he derived hie ideas of religion. &a lib.
0.48, p. 364. Ex edit. Ilhodomrmni.
1

4

The 8-e

xv.

’

accident that the question concerning the origin of the
world did ever in ancient times enter
into
religioue
systems, or was treated of by theologers. The philosophers

Y

alone made profession of delivering systems of this kind ;
and it was pretty late too before these bethought themselves of having recourse to a mind or supreme intelligence, as the first cause of all. So far was it from being
esteemed profane in those days to account for the origin of
things
without
a deity, that Thales, Anaximenes,
Heraclitus,andothers,
who embraced that system of
cosmogony, passed unquestioned ; while Anaxagoras, the
&st undoubted theist among the philosophers, was perhaps
the first that ever was accused of Atheism.’
We are told by Sextus Empiricus that Epicurus, when
a boy, reading withhis preceptor these verses of Hesiod-

’

Eldest of beings, chaos f i s t &rose;
Next earth, wide-stretoh’d, the eeat of allthe young scholar &st betrayed his inquisitive genius by
asking, “And chaoswhence ? ” But was told by his preceptor, that he must have recome to the philosophers for a
solution of such questions. And from this hint Epicurus
1 It will be easy to give a r e m n why Thales, Anaximander,
asd those early philosophers, who really were Atheists, might be very
orthodox in t h e pagan meed ; and why Anmagoras and Soambe,
though real theists, must naturally, in aneient m
ti es, be e s t m e d
impious. The blind, un dedwere
of nature, if they could pmdum men, might also p r x ; s u c being8
~
aa JupiCar and Neptnne,
who, beiig the most powerfd, intelligent existences in the world,
would be proper objects of worship. But where a supreme intdigam, the first caw of all, is admitted, these oaprioions beinga, if
they exist at all, must aypear very subordinate and dependent, and
aonseqnently be excluded from the rank of deities. Plab (de kg.,
lib. X.) assigns this rewon for the imputationthrown on Anaxego
via : hie denying &e divinity of the Btare, planets, and other

*

-

objede.
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left philology and all other studies, in order to betake
himselfto that science,whence alone he expected satisfaction with regard to these sublimesubjects.
The common people werenever likely to push their
researches so far, or derive from reaaoning their systems
of religion ;.when philologers and mythologists, we see,
scarcely ever discovered 80 much penetration, Andeven
the philosophers,whodiscoursed
of such topics, readily
assented to the grossest theory, andadmitted the joint.
origin of Gods and men from night and chaos ; from h e ,
water, air, or whatever they established to be the ruling
element.
Nor was it only on their &st origin that the Gods were
supposed dependent on the powers of nature. Throughout
the whole period of their existence they were subjected to
the dominion of fate or destiny. ‘(Think of the force of
necessity,” says Agrippa to the Roman people; ((that
force, to whicheven the Gods must submit.”’ And the
Younger Pliny,* agreeably to this way of reasoning, tells
us that, amidst the darkness, horror, and confusion which
ensued upon the first eruption of Vesuvius, several concluded that all nature was going to wreck, and that Gods
and men were perishing in one common ruin.
It is great complaisance, indeed, if we dignify with the
name of religion such an imperfect system of theology,
md putit on a level with latter systems, which are
fomided on principles more just and more sublime, For
my part, I can scarcely allow the principles even of Marcus
Amlius, Plutarch, and some other Stoics and Academics,
though much more r e h e d than the Pagansuperstition, to
be worthy of the honourable denonrination of theism. For

,
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if- the mythology of theheathen resemble the ancient
European system of spiritual beings, excluding God and
angels, and leaving only fairies and sprites ; the creed of
these philosophers may justly be said to exclude a deity,
and to leave only angels and fairies.

SEGTION
V.- Various Forms of Polytheism : Allegory,

Eiro-JRorsh+.
But it ischiefly our present business to considerthe gross
polytheism of the vulgar, and to trace allits various
appearances in the principles of human nature, whence
they are derived.
Whoever learns, by argument, theexistence of invisible
intelligent power, must reason from the admirable contrivance of natural objects, and must suppose the world to be
the workmanship of that Divine Being, the original came
of all things. Butthevulgar
polytheist, 80 far from
admitting that idea, deses every part of the universe, and
conceives all the conspicuous productions of nature to be
themselves so many real divinities. The sun, moon, and
stars are all Gods according to his system : fountains are
inhabited by nymphs, and trees by hamadryads : even
monkeys, dogs, cats, and other animals often become
sacred in his eyes, and strike him witha religious veneration. Andthus, however strong men’s propensity to
believe invisible, intelligent power in nature, their pmpensity is equally strong to rest theirattention on sensible,
visible object8 ; and, in order to reconcile these opposite
inclinations, they are led to unite the invisible power wikh
eome visible object.

.."

"
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deities is apt 'to cause some allegory, both physical and
moral, to enter intothevulgar
systems of polytheism.
I h e God of war will naturally be represented as furious,
cruel, and impetuous; the God of poetry as elegant, polite,
and amiable ; the God of merchandise, especially in early
times, as thievish and.deceitfu1. The allegories supposed
in Homer and other mythologists, I allow,have
been
often so strained that men of sense areapt entirely to
reject them, and to consider them as theproduction merely
of the fancy and conceit of critics andcommentators. But
that allegory really has place in the heathen mythologyis
undeniable even on the least reflexion.,Cupid the son of
Venus, the Muses the daughters of Memory, Prometheus
the wise brother, Epimetheus the foolish ; Hygieia, or
the Goddess of health, descended from Zsculapius, or the
Clod of physic : who sees not in these, and in many
other instances, the plaintraces of allegory ? When a God
is supposed to preside over any paasion, event, or system
of actions, it is almost unavoidable to give him a genealogy,
attributes, and adventures, suitable to his supposed powers
and influence, and to carry on that similitude and comparison which ie naturally so agreeable to the mind of
man.
Allegories, indeed, entirely perfect, we ought not to
expect aa the products of ignorance and superstition; there
being no work of genius that req&es a nicer hand, or has
been more raxely executedwith succesa. That Pew and
T
. 'w
are the sons of Mare is just, but why by Venus P1
That Harmony is the daughter of Venus is regular, but
why by Ham Y2 That Sleq is the brother of Dm% is
suitable, but why describe him as enamored of the
1

Bdod, Theog. 1. 936.

* Id. ibid. end Plnt. in vita PeIop, 19.
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h o e s P1 And since the ancient mythologists fallinto
mistakes so gross and obvious, we have no reason surely
to expect such r e k e d and long-spun allegories, aa some
have endeavored to deduce from their fictions.
Lucretius was plainly seduced by the strong appearance
of allegory which is observable in the pagm fictions. He
first addresses himself to Venus as to thatgenerating
power which animates, renews, and beautifies the universe ;
but is soon betrayed by the mythology into incoherencies,
while he prays to that allegorical personage to appease
the furies of her loverMars-an
idea not drawn from
allegory, but from the popular religion, and which
Lucretius, as an Epicurean, could not consistently admit
of.
The deities of the vulgar are so little superior to human
creatures that, where men are affected with strong sentiments of veneration or gratitude for any hero or public
benefactor, nothing can be more natural than to convert
him into a God, and 6.U the heavens, after this manner,
with continual recruits from amongst mankind. Most of
the divinities of the ancient world are supposed to have
once been men, and to havebeenbeholden
for their
apotheosis to the admiration and affection of the people.
The real history of their adventures, corrupted by tradition, and elevated by the marveUous, became a plentiful
source of fable, especially in passing through the handsof
poets, allegorists, and priests, who euccessivelg improved
upon the wonder and astonishment of the ignorant multi-.
tude.
Painters too, and sculptors, came in for their share of
profit in the saored mysteries, asd furnishing men with
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seneible representations of their divinities, whom they
clothed in human figures, gave greatincrease to the public
devotion, and determined its object. It was probably for
want of these arts in rude and barbarous ages that men
deified plants, animals, and even brute, unorganised matter
;
and rather than be without a sensible object of worship,
ungainly
forms. Could any
affixed divinity to such
statuary of Syria, in early times, have formed a just figure
of Apollo, the conic stone, Heliogabalus, had never
become the object of such profound adoration, and been
received as a representation of the solar deity.'
Stilpo was banishedby the council of Areopagus for
af6rming that the Minerva in the citadel was no divinity,
butthe workmanship of Phidiasthe sculptor.a What
degree of reason must we expect in the religious belief of
the vulgar in other nations, when Athenians and Areopagites could entertain such gross conceptions ?
These, then, are the general principles of polytheism,
founded in human nature, and little or nothing dependent
on caprice and accident. As the cawea whichbestow
happiness or misery are, in general, very little known and
very uncortain, our anxious concern endeavors to attain a
determinate idea of them, and finds no better expedient
than to represent them as intelligent, voluntary agents,
like ourselves; only somewhat superior in power and
wisdom. The limited influence of these agents, and their
great proximity to human weakness, introduce the various
distribution and division of their authority ; and thereby
1 Herodian, lib. v. 3,lO. Jupiter h o n is repmeentad by cartius
aa a deiQ of the eame kind, lib. iv., oa . 7 . The Arabians and Pessinnntiuls adored also shapelea8 domegetones as their deity. h o b .
lib. vi. 498 A. So muoh did their folly exceed that of the Bgyptians.

8

Diog. Leert.,lib.

ii.116.
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give rise to allegory. The same principles naturally deify
mortals, superior in power, courage, or understanding,
and produce hero-worship, together with fabulous history
and mythological tradition, in all its wild and
unaccountable
And aa an invisible spiritual
intelligence ia an object toorefined for vulgar apprehension, men naturally affix it to some sensible representation; such aseitherthe
moreconspicuous
parts of
nature, or the statues, images, and pictures which a more
refined age forms of its divinities.
Almost all idolaters, of whatever age or country, ooncur
in these general principles and conceptions ; and even the
particular characters and provinces which they assign to
their deities are not extremely different.' The Greek and
Roman travellers and conquerors, without much &fhlty,
found their own deities everywhere ; and said, '(This is
Mercury, that Venus, this Mars, that Neptune,'' by whatever title the strange Gods might be denominated. The
goddess Hertha, of our Saxon ancestors, seems to be no
other, according to Tacitq2 than the illater Ze'ZZm of the
Romans; and his conjecture was evidently just.

forma.

~ E C T I O NVI.-Origin

of Theism from Polythiwn.

The doctrine of one supreme deity, the authorof nature,

is very anaient, has spread itself over great and populous
nations, and among them has been embraced by all ranks

and conditions of persons. But whoever thinks that it has
owed its sucoesa to the prevalent force of those invincible
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reasons, on which it is undoubtedly founded, would show
himself little acquainted with the ignorance and stupidity
of the people, and their inourable prejudices in favor of
theirparticularsuperstitions.Even
at thisday, and in
of thevulgar why he believes in an
Europe,askany
Omnipotent Creator of the world : he will never mention the
beauty of final causes, of which he is wholly ignorant : he
will not hold out his hand, and bid you contemplate the
suppleness andvariety
of joints inhis
fingers, their
bending all one way, the counterpoise which they receive
from the thumb, the softness and fleshy parts of the inside
of hishand,with
all the other circumstances which
render that member fit for the use to which it was destined.
To these he has been long accustomed, and he beholds
themwith listlessness and unconcern. He wilI tell you
of the suddenand unexpected death of such a one;
the fall and bruise of such another; the excessive drought
of this season; the cold and rains of another. These he
ascribes to the immediate operation of Providence. And
such events as, with good reasoners, are the chief
difEcultiee in admitting a Supreme Intelligence, are with
him the sole arguments for it.

’

Many theists, even the most zealous and refined, have
denied a particular providence, and have asserted that the
Sovereign mind or f i s t principle of all things, having fixed
general laws, by which nature is governed, gives free and
uninterrupted course tothese laws, anddisturbs not, at
every turn, the settledorder
of events byparticular
volitions. f i o m the beautifulcomexion, say they, and
rigid observance of established rules, we draw the chief
apents for thekm ; and horn the same principles are

.
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theymake the object of their worship and adoration.
They may either suppose that,inthedistribution
of
power andterritoryamongthe
Gods, theirnation was
subjected to the jurisdiction of that particular deity; or,
reducing heavenly objects to the model of things below,
they might represent one God as the prince or supreme
magistrate of the rest, who, though of the same nature,
rules them with an authority like that which an earthly
sovereign exercises
over
his subjects
and
vassals.
Whetherthis
God, therefore,be
considered astheir
peculiar patron, or as thegeneral sovereign of heaven,
his votaries will endeavor byevery
art to insinuate
themselves info his favor ; and supposinghim to be
pleased, like themselves, with praise and flattery, there is
no eulogy or exaggeration which will bespared in their
addresses to him. I n proportion as men’s fears or
distresses become more urgent, they still invent new strains
of adulation ; and even he who outdoes his predecessors in
swelling up the titles of his divinity, is sure to be outdone
by his successors in newer and more pompous epithets of
praise. Thustheyproceed;
till at lasttheyarrive
at
i n h i t y itself, beyond which there is no farther progress.
And it is well if, in striving to get farther, and to represent a magnificent simplicity, they run not into inexplicable mystery, and destroy the intelligent nature of their
deity, on which alone any rational worship or adoration
can be founded. Whilethey c o h e themselves to the
notion of a perfect being, the creator of the world, they
coincide, by chance, with the principles of reason and true
philosophy; though they axe guided to that notion, not by
remon, of which they me in a great meaaure incapable, but
by the adulation and fern of the most vulgar superstitio~~

.
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We often h d , amongstbarbarous nations, and even
sometimes amongst civilized, that whenevery strain of
flattery has been exhaustedtowards arbitrary princes,
whenevery humanqualityhasbeenapplauded
to the
utmost, their servile courtiers represent them at last aa
real divinities, and point them out to the people as objects
of adoration. How muchmore natural, therefore, is it
that a limited deity, who is at fist, supposed only the
immediate author of the particular goods and ills in life,
should in the end be represented as sovereign maker and
modifier of the universe?
Even where this notion of a supreme deity is already
.established, though it oughtnaturally to lessenevery
other worship, and abase every object of reverence, yet if
a nation has entertained the opinion of a subordinate
tutelar divinity, saint, or angel, their addresses to that
beinggradually rise upon them,and encroach on the
adoration due to their supreme deity. The Virgin Mary,
ere checked by theReformation, hadproceeded from being
merely a goodwoman, to usurp many attributes of the
Almighty. God and St. Nicholas go hand in hand in all
the prayers and petitions of the Muscovites.
Thus the deity who, from love, converted himself into a
bull, in order to carry off Europa, and who from ambition
dethroned his father,
Saturn,
became the Optimus
Maximus of the heathens. Thus the God of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob,became the supreme deity or Jehovah of
the Jews.
The Jacobins, who denied the immaculate conception,
in their doctrine,even
have ever beenveryunhappy
though p l i t i c d reasons havekeptthe Romish church
from condemning it. The Cordeliem have run away With
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all the popularity.But in *the fifteenthcentury,as we
learn from Boulainvilliers,’ an ItalianCordelier maintained
that during the three days when Christ was interred, the
hypostatic union wae dissolved, and that his human nature
was not a proper object of adoration during that period.
Without the art of divination, one might foretell that so
gross and impious a blasphemy would not fail to be
anathematized by the people. It was the occasion of
@;reat insults on the part of the Jacobins, who now got
some recompensefor their misfortunesin thewar about the
immaculate conception.
Ratherthan relinquishthispropensityto
adulation,
religionists in all ages have involved themselves in the
greatest absurdities and contradictions.
Homer, in one passage, calls Oceanus and Tethys the
original parents of all things, conformably to the established mythology and traditions of the Greeks. Yet, in
other passages, he could not
forbear
complimenting
Jupiter, the reigning deity, with that magnificent appellation; and accordingly denominates him thefather of
Gods and men. He forgets that every temple, every street,
was full of the ancestors, uncles, brothers, and sisters of
this Jupiter, who was, in reality, nothing but an upstart
parricide and usurper. A like contradiction is observable
in Hesiod, and is so much the less excueable &B his
professed intention was to deliver a true genealogy of the
Qods.
Were there a religion (and we may suspect Mahometanism of this inconsistence) which sometimes painted
the deity in the most sublime colors, m the creator of
1

Hietoire Ab&&, p. 499.
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heaven and earth ; sometimes degraded him nearly to a
level with human creatures in his powers and faculties ;
while at the same time it ascribed to him suitable infirmities, passions, and partialities of the moral kind. That
religion, after it wasextinct,wouldalso
be cited as an
instance of thosecontradictions,which
arise from the
gross, vulgar,natural conceptions of mankind, opposed
to their continualpropensitytowards flattery and exaggeration. Nothing indeed would provemore
Btrongly
the divine origin of any religion than to find (and happily
this is the case with Christianity) that it is free from a
contradiction so incident to human nature.

SECTION
V11.- Confirmation of this Doctrine.

It appears certain that, though the original notions of
the vulgar represent the Divinity as a limited being, and
considerhimonly
as the$particular cause of health or
sicknws, plenty orwant, prosperity or adversity; yet,
when more magnificent ideas are urged upon them, they
esteem it dangerous to refuse their assent. Will you say
that your deity is finite and bounded in his perfections ;
may be overcome by a greater force ; is subject to human
passions, pains, and inhmities ; has a beginning, and may
have an end ? This they dare not a m ; but, thinking it .
eafest to comply with the higher encomiums, they
endeavor, by an affectedravishment
and devotion, to
ingratiate themselves with him. As a coniirmation of this,
we may observe that the assent of the vulgar is, in this
case,merely
verbal, and that they are incapable of
conceiving those sublime qualities which they seemingly
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attribute to the deity. Their real idea of him, notwithstandingtheir pompous language, is still aa poor and
frivolous as ever.
That original intelligence, say the Magians, who is the
first principle of all things, discovers himself immediately
to the mind and understanding alone ; but has placed the
sun as his image in the visible universe ; and when that
bright luminary diffuses its beams over the earth and the
firmament, it is a faint copy of the glory which resides in
the higher. heavens. If you would escape the displeasure
of this divine being, you must be careful never to set your
bare foot upon the ground, nor spit into a fire, nor throw
any water upon it, even though it were consuming a whole
city.’ Who can express the perfections of the Almighty?
say the Mahometans. Even the noblest of his works, if
compared to him, are but dust and rubbish. How much
moremust human conception fall short of his infinite
perfections? His smile and favor renders men for ever
happy ; and to obtain it for your children, the best method
is to cut off from them, while infants, a little bit of skin,
about half the breadth of a farthing. Take two bits of
cloth,? say the Romtcn Catholics, about an inch oran
inch and a half square, join them by the corners with two
etrings of pieces of tape about sixteen inches long, throw
this over your head, and make one of the bits of cloth lie
upon your breast, and the other upon your back, keeping
&em next your skin ; there is not a bettersecret for recommending yourself to that intinite being, who exists from
eternity to eternity.
1
2

Hyde de Ralig. veterum Perearnm.
Called the Scrpnlaire.
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The Getes, commonly called immortal, from their steady
belief of the soul’s immortality, were genuine theists and
unitarians, They aBrmed Zamolxis, theirdeity, to be the
only true God ; and asserted the worship of all other
nations to be addressed tomerefictions
and chimeras.
But were their religious principles any more refined, on
account of these magnificent pretensions?Every
sixth
year they sacrificed a human victim, whom they sent as a
messenger to their deity, in order to inform him of their
wants and necessities. And when it thundered, they were
so provoked, that, in order to return the defiance, they let
fly arrows at him, and decliced not the combat as unequal.
Such at least is the account which Herodotus gives of the
theism of the immortal Getes.’

SECTION
vIII.-Flux

alzd Re@x of Polytheism and Theism.

It is remarkable that the principles of religion have a
kind of flux and reflux in the human mind, and thatmen
have a natural tendency to rise from idolatry to thehm,
and to sink again from theism into idolatry. The vulgar,
that is, indeed, all mankind, a f e r excepted, being ignorant and unstructed, never elevate their contemplation to
the heavens,or penetrate by their disquisitions into the
secret structure of vegetable or animal bodies ; so as to
discover a suprememind or original providence,which
bestowed order on every part of nature.They consider
these admirable works in a more confined and selfish
view; and Gnding their own happiness and misery to
depend on the secret influence and unforeseen concurrenee
1

Lib. iv. o. 94.
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of external objects, they regard, with perpetual attention?
the unkmwn cause8 which govern all these natural events,
and distribute pleasure and pain, good and ill, by their
powerfulbut silent operation. The unknowncauses are
still appealed to on every emergency ; and in this general
appearance or confused image are the perpetual objects
of human hopes and fears, Fishes and apprehensions. By
degrees, the active imagination of men, uneasy in this
abstract conception of objects about which it is incessantIy
emploJed, begins to render them more particular, and to
clothe them in shapes more suitable t o its natural comprehension. I t represents them to be sensible, intelligent
beings, like mankind ; actuated by love and hatred, and
flexible by gifts and entreaties, by prayers and sacrifices.
Hencethe origin of religion : And hence the origin of
idolatry or polytheism.
Butthesameanxious
concern for happiness which
begets the idea of these invisible, intelligent powers,
allows not mankind to remain long in the first simple
conception of them as powerful but limited beings,
masters of human fate, but slavesto destiny andthe
course of nature. Men’s exaggerated praises and compliments still swell their idea upon them ; and elevating
their deities to the utmostbounds of perfection, at last
beget the attributes of unity and infinity, simplicity and
spirituality.Such r e h e d idem,being somewhatdisproportioned to vulgar comprehension, remain not long in
their original purity ; but require to be supported by the
notion of inferior mediators or subordinate agents, which
interpose between mankindandtheirsupreme
deity.
These demi-gods or middle beings, partaking more of
human nature and being more familiar to us, become the
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chief objects of devotion, and gradually recall that idolatry
which had been formerly banished by the ardent prayers
and panegyrics of timorous and indigent mortals. But as
these idolatrous religions fall every day into grosser and
more vulgar conceptions, they at last destroy themselves,
and, by the vile representations which they form of their
deities, make the tide turn again towards theism. But so
great isthe propensity, inthisalternate
revolution of
human sentiments,to return backto idolatry, that the
utmostprecaution is notableeffectually
to prevent it.
And of this,some theists, particularly the Jews and
Mahometans, have been sensible; as appears by their
banishing all the arts of statuary and painting, and not
allowing the representations even of human figures to be
taken by marble or colors,lest the common idrmity of
mankind should
thence
produce
idolatry.
The feeble
apprehensions of men cannot be satisfied with conceiving
their deity as a pure spirit and perfect intelligence; and
yet their natural terrors keep them from imputing to him
the least shadow of limitation and imperfection. They
fluctuatebetween these oppositesentiments.
The same
infirmity still drags them downwards, from an omnipotent
and spiritual deity, to a limited and corporeal one, and
from a corporeal and limited deity to a statue or visible
representation, The same
endeavor
at elevation still
pushes them upwards, from the statue or material image
to the invisiblepower ; and from the' invisible power
to an infinitelyperfectdeity,
the creator and sovereign
of the universe.

.
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S S ~ I OIX.-Comparkolc
N
of theseReligions with regmi to
Persecution and Tokratim.
Polytheism or idolatrous worship, being founded entirely
in vulgar traditions, is liable to this great inconvenience,
that any practiceoropinion,however
barbarous or corrupted, may be authorized by it ; and full scope is left for
knavery to impose on credulity till morals and humanity
be expelled from the religious systems of mankind. At
the same time, idolatryisattendedwith
this evident
advantage, that, by limiting the powers and functions of
its deities, it naturally admits the Gods of other sects and
nations to a share of divinity, and renders all the various
deities, as well as rites, ceremonies, or traditions, compatible with eachother.’Theism
is opposite both in its
advantagesand disadvantages. As that system supposes
one sole deity, the perfection of reason and goodness, it
should, if justly prosecuted, banish everything frivolou~,
unreasonable, or inhuman from religious worship, and set
before men the most illustrious example,well
as the
of justice and benevolence.
mostcommandingmotives
These mightyadvantages are not indeed over-balanced
(for that is not possible), but somewhat diminished, by
1 Verriw Flaecu~,citedby
Pliny, lib. xxviii, cap. 2, affirmed
that it wae nand for the Romans, before they laid me@ to 8nY t
own,
to invocate the tutelar deity of the place, and by promieing him

+
e
lor greeter honora than thoae he at present enjoyed, bribe him

y his old friends and votaries. The name of the tutelar deity
of Rome waa for this reaeon kept a most religions myllterp ; leat the
memiee of the republia &odd be able, in the m e manner, to dnn
him over to their aervica. Forwithout the name, they thought,
nothing of that kind could be preotieed. P h y says that the o
om.
anon form of invoo~tionwaa preserved to hie time in the ritual of the
ponti&. And Mtwrobiw hae transmitted a copy of it from thr MQ&
fhlnSp0f”rre.
tg M
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inconveniences, which arise from the vices and prejudices
of mankind. While one sole object of devotion is acknowleged, the worship of other deities is regarded as absurd
and impious. Nay, this unity of object seems naturally to
require the unity of faith and ceremonies, and furnishea
designing men with a pretence for representing their
adversaries as profane, and the objects of divine as well
&e human vengeance. For &B each sect is pomtive that ita
own faith and worship are entirely acceptable to the deity,
and as no one c a n conceive that the same being should lie
pleased with different and opposite rites and principles,
the several sects fall naturally into animosity, and mutually
discharge on each other that sacred zeal and rancour, the
most furious and implacable of all human passions.
The tolerating spirit of idolaters, both in ancient and
modern times, is very obvious to anyone who is the least
conversant in the writings of historians or travellers.
When the oracle of Delphi waa asked, what rites or worship was most acceptable to the Gods 1 ‘‘ Those legally
established in each city,” replied the oracle.’ Evenpriests,
in thoee ages, could, it seem8, allow salvation to thoee of
a different communion. TheRomans commonly adopted
the Qods of the conquered people ; and never disputed the
attributes of those local and national deities in whose
territories they resided. The religious warrr and peramtione of the Egyptian idolaters are indeed an exception to
thk d e ; but aro accounted for by ancient authom h
i
u
reawns singular and remarkable. M e r e n t species o?
a a i m a l s were the deities of t h e difFerent seata among the
EgJpt;ans; and the deitiea being in continualwar, engaged
‘Pannph;Mm&or.lib.i,B, 1.

.
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their votaries in the same contention. The worshippers of
dogs could not long remain in peace with the adorers of
cats or wolves.’ But where that reason took not place, the
Egyptian superstition was not so incompatible as is commonly imagined; since we learnfromHerodoth,athat
very large contributions were given by Amasis towards
rebuilding the temple of Delphi.
The intolerance of almost all religions which have maintained the unity of God is as remarkable as the contrary
principle of polytheists. The implacable narrow spirit of
the Jews is well known. Mahometanism set out with still
morebloody principles ; and even to this day, deals out
damnation, though not fire and faggot, to all other sects.
And if, among Christians, the English and Dutchhave
embraced the principles of toleration, this singularity has
proceeded from the steady resolution of the civil magistrate,
in opposition to the continued efforts of priest and bigots.
The disciples of Zoroaster shutthe doors of heaven
against all but theMagians.s Nothing could more obstruct
the progress of thePersian conquests than the furious
zeal of that nation against the temples and images of the
Greeks. And after the overthrow of that empire, we find
Alexander, as a polytheist, immediately re-establishing the
worship of the Babylonians, which their former princes, as
monotheists, had carefully ab~lished.~
Even the blind and
devoted attachment of that conqueror to the Cheek superatition hindered not but he himself sacrificed awording to
the Babylonish rites and ceremonie~.~
So sociable is polytheism, that the utmost fieroeness and
1

Mutamh, de Isid. et Oeiride. e , 72.

4

Arrian, de Erpea. lib. iii, 16. Id. lib. vii, 17.

* Hyde de Relig. vet. Perssnun.

Lib. ii.e. 180.
6

Id. ibid.
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aversion
which
it meets with in an opposite religion is
scarcely able to disgust it, and
keep
aat
it
distance.
Augustus praised extremely the reserve of his grandson,
Caius Cesar, when thislatter prince, passing by Jerusalem,
deigned not to sacrifice according to the Jewish law. But
for what reason did Augustus so much approve of this
conduct? Only because that religion was by the Pagans
esteemed ignoble and barbarous?
I may venture to affirm that few corruptions of idolatry
and polytheism are more pernicious to political society
than this corruption of theism,2when carried to the utmost
height. The human sacrSces of the Carthaginians, Mexicans, and many barbarous nations,s scarcelyexceed the
Inquisition and persecutions of Rome and Madrid. For
besides that the effusion of blood may not be so great in
the former case as in the latter; besides this, I say, the
human victims, being chosen by lot, or by some exterior
signs, affect not in so considerable a degree the rest of
the society. Whereas virtue, knowledge,love of liberty,
are the qualities which call down the fatal vengeance of
inquisitors ; and when expelled, leave the society in the
most shameful ignorance, corruption, andbondage.The
illegal murder of one man by a tyrant is more pernicious
Sueton. in vita Bug. cap. 93.
Comptw optimi pesaimna.
a Most natiom havefallen into this guilt of human sacrifices ;
though, perhaps, that impious su rstition has never prevail+.my
we exoept the Carthapuw.
much in any Oivilieed nation,
For the !Cp%me soon aboli&ed it, A aactrifioe is conceived 88 a
preeent ; and any present is delivered to the deity by destroying it
and rendering it uselees to men ; by burning what is solid, ponring
out the liquid, and killing the
For want of a better way of
doing him Bervioe, we do o d v m an i n j q ; and fancy that we
thereby expreas, at least, the heartiness of our @-willand a d ~ r a tion. Thus our
devotion deoeives o d v a , and im&na
it ~
v the w
h
F
2

XSE

anm
i ate.

than the death of a thousandby pestilence, famine, or
any undistinguishing calamity.
In the temple of Diana at Axicia near Rome, whoever
murdered the present priest was legally entitled to be
installed his successor.' A very singular institution ! For,
however barbarous and bloody the common superstitions
often are to the laity, they usually turn to the advantage
of the holy order.

SECTION
X.-With regard

.

'

to Courage or Abasment.

From the comparison of theism and idolatry, we may
form some other observations, which will also conhm the
vulgar observation that the corruption of the best things
gives rise to the worst.
Where the deity is represented as infinitely superior to
mankind, this belief, though altogether just, is apt, when
joined with superstitious terrors, to sink the human mind
into thelowest submissionand abasement, andto represent
the monkish virtues of mortijication, penance, humility,
and passive suffering, as the only qualities which axe
acceptable to him. But where the Gods are conceived to
be only a little superior to mankind, and to have been,
many of them, advanced from that inferior rank, we me
more at our ease in our addresses to them, and may even,
without profaneness, aspire sometimes to a rivalship a d
emolation of them. Hence activity, spirit, courage, magnaipimity, love of liberty, and all the virtues WE&
aggrandise a people.
The heroes in pagsnism correepond exactly to tlwecrinte
7

Bfnrbo, lib. v, 239. Baeton. in vita

ad.86.
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in popery and holy dervises in Mahometanism. The place
of Hercules, Theseus, Hector, Romulus, is now supplied
by Dominic, Francis, Anthony, and Benedict. Instead of
the destruction of monsters, the subduing of tyranb, the
defence of our native country ; whippings andfastings,
cowardice andhumility,abject
submission and slavish
obedience, are become the means of obtaining celestial
honors among ‘mankind.
One great incitement to the pious Alexander in hie
warlikeexpeditions was hisrivalship of Hercules and
Bacchus,whom he justly protended to have excelled.’
Brasidas, that generous and noble Spartan, after falling
in battle, had heroic honors paid him by the inhabitants
of Amphipolis, whose defence he had embraced.a And in
general, all founders of states and colonies amongst the
Greeks were raised to this inferior
rank of divinity, by
those who reaped the benefit of their labors.
This gave rise to the observation of Machiavel,s that the
doctrines of the Christian religion (meaning the Catholic ;
forhe knew no other) whichrecommend only p w i w
courage and suffering, had subduedthe spirit of mankiacE,
and hadfittedthem
for slaveryand subjection. Bn
observation which would certainly be just, were there not
many other circumstances in human society which control
the genius and charanterof a religion.
Brasidas seieed a mouse,and being bit by it, let it, go.
‘‘ There is nothing 80 contemptible,” ssrys he, ‘(but whati
may be safe, if it has but courage to defend ita&”&
Bellermine patiently and humbly allowed the flew ad
other odious vermin to prey upon him. “We skudl haoe

‘8rrian,Dfmrd,
ssaim
lib. vi.

* Tbuoyd. lib. v, 11.
Plnf. Apophth.
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heaven,” said he, to reward us for our sufferings ; but
these poor creatures have nothing but the enjoyment of
the present life.”’ Suchdifference is there between the
maxima of a Greek hero and a Catholic saint.

SECTION
XI.-Tith

regard to Reason or Ahurdity.

Here is another observation to the same purpose, and a
new proof that the corruption of the best things begets the
worst. If we examine, without prejudice, the ancient
heathenmythology, as contained in the poets, we shall
not discover in it any such monstrous absurdity as we may
be apt at first to apprehend. Where is the difficulty of
conceiving that the same powersor principles, whatever
they were,whichformed
this visible world,men
and
animals, produced also a species of intelligent creatures, of
morerefined substance andgreaterauthoritythanthe
rest ? That these creatures may be capricious, revengeful,
passsionate, voluptuous, is easily conceived ; nor is any
circumstance more apt, among ourselves, to engender such
vices, thanthe licence of absolute authority. Andin
short, the whole mjthological system is so natural, that
in the vast variety of planets and worlds, contained in this
universe, it seems more than probable that, somewhere or
other, it is really carried into execution.
The chief objection to it with regard to this planet, is
that it is not ascertained by any just reason or authority.
The anaient tradition, insisted on by heathen prieets and
theologers, is buta weakfoundation ; andtransmitted
also such a number of contradictory reports, supported, aIl
Bayle, Article Bellsnnine.
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of them, byequalauthority,
that it became absolutely
impossible to fix a preferenceamongst
them. A few
volumes, therefore, must contain all the polemical writings
of pagan priests. Their whole theology must consist more
of traditional stories and superstitious practices than of
philosophical argument and controversy.
But wheretheismforma the fundamental principle of
any popular religion, that tenet is so conformable to sound
reason, that philosophy is apt to incorporate itself with
such a system of theology. And if the other dogmas of
that system be contained in a sacred book, such as the
Alcoran, or bedeterminedby any visible authority, like
that of the Royan pontif, speculativereasoners naturally
carry on t,heirassent, and embrace a theory which has
beeninstilled into them by their earliest education, and
which alao possesses some degree of consistence and uniformity. But as these appearanceer are sure, all of them,
to prove deceitful, philosophy will soon find herself very
unequally yoked with her new associate ; and instead of
regulating each principle, as they advance together, she is
at every turn perverted to serve the purposes of superstition. For besides the unavoidable incoherences which
must be reconciled and adjusted, one may safely affirm
that all popular theology, especially the scholastic, has a
kind of appekite for absurdity and contradiction. If that
theology went not beyond reason and common seme, her
doctrines would appear too easy and familiar. Amaement
must of necessity be raised; mystery affected; darknese
and obscurity sought after ; and a foundation of merit
aorded the devout votaries, who desire an opportdty of
subduing their rebellious reaaon, by the belief of the most
unintelligible sophiem.

,

*

Ecclesiastical history sufBciently confirmsthese reflexions.
When a controversy is started, some people pretend always with certainty to foretell the issue. Whichever
opinion, say they, is most contrary to plain sense is sur0 to
prevail, even where the general interest of the system
requires not that deoision. Though the reproach of heresy
may for some
time
be bandiedaboutamong
the disputants, it always rests at last on the side of reason. Any
one, it is pretended, that has but learning enough of this
kind to know the definition of Arian, Pelagian, Erastian,
Socinian, Sabellian, Eutychian, Nestorian, Monothelite,
eta., not to mention Protestant, whose fate is yet uncertain,
will be convinced of the truth of this observation. I t is
thus a system becomesmore absurd in the end, merely
from its being reasonable and philosophical in the beginning.
To oppose thetorrent of scholastic religion by such
feeble maxims as these: that “ it is impossible for the
stme to be and not to be ”, that ‘( the whole is greater
than a part ”, that (‘two and three make five ”, is pretending to stop the ocean with a bull-rush. Will you set up
profane reason against sacred mystery? No punishment
is great enough for your impiety. And the same firas
which were kindled for hereticawill serve also for the

d&~~ctionof philosophers.

md Egyptian paganism ; and at the E r n e time so dogmatical with regard to religion, that they think the 8ame
absurdities are to befound .in no other communion.
Cambyses entertained like prejudices ; and very impiously
ridiculed, and even wounded, Apis, the great God of the
Egyptians, who appeared to his profane senses nothing
but a large spotted bull. ButHerodotus'
judiciously
ascribes this sally of passion to a real madness or disorder
of the brain. Otherwise, says the historian, he never
would have openly affronted any established worship.
For on that head, continues he, every nation are beet
satisfied with their own, and think they have the advantage
over every other nation.
I t must be allowed tbat the Roman Catholics are a very
learned sect, and. that no one communion but that of the
ahurch of England can dispute theirbeing
the most
learned of all the Christian Churches. Yet Averroes, the
famous Arabian, who, no doubt, has heard of the Egyptian
superstitions, declares that of all religions the most absurd
and nonsensical is that whose votaries eat, after having
created, their deity.
I believe, indeed, that there is no tenet in all paganism
which would give so fair a scope to ridicule aa this of the
real presence. For it is 80 absurd, that it eludes the force
of all argument. There are even some pleasant stories of
that kind, which, though somewhat profane, are oommonly
told by the Catholica themselves. One day, a priest, it is
gave inadvertently, instead of the sacrament, a cornter, which had by accident fallen among the holy wafm.
llhe communicant waited patiently for some time, expeot-.

' bib. & ayt.98.
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ing it would dissolve on his tongue ; but finding that it
still remained entire, he took it off. I ( I wish,” cried he
to the priest, you have not committed some mistake.
wishyouhave not givenme God the Father : He is so
hard and tough thereis no swallowing him.”
A famous general, at that time in the Muscovite service,
having come to Paris for the recovery of his wounds,
broughtalongwithhim
a young Turk, whom,he had
taken prisoner. Some of the doctors of the Sorbonne
(who are altogether as positive as the dervises of Constantinople), thinking it a pity that the poor Turk should
be damned for want of instruction, solicited Mustapha
veryhard to turn Christian, and promisedhim, for his
encouragement, plenty of good wine inthis world, and
paradise in the nest. These allurements were too powerful
to be resisted ; and therefore, having been well instructed
and catechised, he at last agreed to receive the sacraments
of baptismand the Lord’s supper. The priest, however,
to makeeverything sure and solid, still continued his
instructions: and began the nextdaywith
theusual
question, ‘ I How many Gods are there ? ” ‘(None at all,”
replies Benedict ; for that was his new name. ‘(How!
None at all!’’ cries the priest. ‘ I To be sure,” said the
honest proselyte. “ You have told me all along that there
is but one God : And yesterday I ate him.”
Such are the doctrines of our brethren the Catholics.
But to these doctrines we are so accustomed, that we never
wonder at them, though, in a future age, it will probably
become difficult to persuade some nations that any human,
two-leggedcreature could ever embrace such principles.
And it ie a thousand to one but these nations themselves
shrtll have something full aa absurd in their own creed, to
((
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which they will give a most implicit and most religious
assent.
I lodged
once
at
Paris
in
the
same hotel with an ambassador from Tunis,who, having passedsome years at
London,was returning home that way. One day I ob.served his Moorish excellency diverting himself under the
porch with surveying the splendid equipages that drove
along; when there chanced to pass that way some Capucin
friars, who had never seen a Turk ; as he, on his part,
though accustomed to theEuropean dresses, had never
Been thegrotesquefigure
of a Capucin.And
there ia
no expressing themutualadmiration
with which they
inspired each other. Hadthechaplain
of the embassy
entered into a dispute with these Franciscans, their reciprocalsurprisehad been of the same nature.Thus d
mankind stand staring at
one another; and there is no
beatingit out of theirheads, thattheturban
of the
African is not just as good or as bad a fashion as the cowl
.of the European. “ H e is a very honest man”, said the
Prince of Sallee, speaking of de Ruyter : ‘(I t is a pity
h e were a Christian.”
How can you worship leeks and onions ? ” we s h d
..suppose a Sorbonnist to say to a priest of Sais. ( ( I f we
worship them”, replies the latter, “ at least, we do not, at
the same time, eat them.’’
But what strange objects of
-adoration are cats and monkeys?” says the learneddoctor.
They are at least as good as the relics or rotten bones
sfmartyrs,”answers his no less learned antagonist. Are
you not mad,” insists the Catholic, “to cut one another’s
throat about the preference of a oabbage or a cucumberP”
( ( Yes,’’ say8 the pagan ; ‘(1allow it, if you will confesg
that those are still madder who fightabout-the pre((

SO

. .N
Tiik"
A
b'HIaToRy'*$

BEi;I&&

feren&i~amongbblu;nda
of'sophiStry,ten thousand of w;2ii&
me not equal in value to one cabbage or cucumber?''
I .
Every byistander' w i l l eaeily judge (but uxifortdnately
the byatidera are few)' that if nothing were requSt6 b
establish any popular system but exposing the tlbiurditfh
of other systems, every votary of every supebtitiod C O
give a suflicient reason for his blind and bigotted att&%ment to the principles in which he has beexi educatbtl.
But without BO extensive a knowledge on which to gro&l
this asauraace (and'perhapri better withoutit) there'is nijt
wanting a sufficient stock' of reEgious zeal and fdth
ainongst mankind. Diodorus S i c u l ~
a gives a remazkaMe
instance to this purpose, of which he was himself an ejdwitnese. WhileEgypt lay under thegreatestterror of
the Roman name, a legionary soldier having inadvertently
been guilty of the sacriligious impiety of killing a cat, the
whole people rose upon him with the utmost fury, and all
the efforts of the prince were not able to save him. The

~

aemte aud people of Rome, I am persuaded, would not
then have boen so delicate with regard to their nationd
deities. They very frankly, a little after that time, voted
Augptus a place in the ce1estit-d mansions ; and would
have dethroned every God in heaven for his sake, had he
seemed to desire it. “Preuena divus habebitur Augustw,”
says Horaoe. That is a very important point; and in other
nations and other agee, the same circumstance has .wt
been esteemed altogether indifferent.’
“Notwithstanding the sanctity of our holy religion,’,’
says Tully,’ ((nocrime is more common with UB than
sacrilege.”But wm it ever heard of, that an Egyptia~
violated the temple of acat, an ibis,oracrocodile?
“There is no torture an Egyptian would not undergo”,
,~
than
says the same author in another p l ~ e “rather
injure an ibis, an aspic, a cat, a, dog, or a crocodile,”
Thus it is strictly true what Dryden observes :

‘‘ Of whatsoe’er desoent their godhead be,
Btock, stone, or other homely pedigree,
In h i 8 defence his servmts axe 8 8 bold,
As if he had been born of bten,gold.”
BSSAZOM and ACHITO~HE~.

Nay, the baser the materials are of which the divinity ia
composed, the greater devotion is he likely to excite in.$he
bremta of his deluded votarie~They exult in their shame,
and make a meritwiththeirdeity,
in braving for hia

When Louie XIV.bok on himsalf the protection of the Jeenitaf
oollege of Claemant, the ~ O r d e r e a f h e k i a ~ ’ 8 s C m s ~ b @ p ~ ~
oyer the gate, snd toDk down t e crow, in order to make way for it.

which gave occasion to the following epigram :

~~hinQ~ati,~~tleinsignisBegis:

rnlpit4gena,aliwpneenithabeneDeum..
2

De Nat. De.i,29.

3

Tpea &megt, lib. v, 27.
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sake all the ridicule and contumely of his enemies. Ten
thousandClvsaders
enlist themselves under the holy
banners, and even openly triumph in those parts of their
religion which their adversaries regard as the most reproachful.
There occurs, I own, a difficulty in the Egyptian system
of theology, as indeed few systems are entirely free from
difEculties. I t is evident, from their method of propagation, that a couple of cats, in fifty years, would stock a
whole kingdom ; and if that religious veneration were still
paid them, it would, in twenty more, not only be easier in
Egypt to find a God than a man, which Petronius says
was the case in some parts of Italy, but the Gods must at
last entirely starve the men, and leave themselves neither
priests nor votaries remaining. It is probable, therefore,
that this wise nation, the most celebrated in antiquity for
prudenceand soundpolicy, foreseeing suchdangerous
oonsequences, reserved aU their worship for the full-grown
divinities, and used the freedom to drown the holy spawn
or little sucking Gods, without any scruple or remorse.
And thus the practice of warping the tenets of religion, in
order to serve temporal interests, is not by any means to
be regarded as an invention of these latter ages.
The learned,philosophical Varro, discoursing of religion,
pretencie not to deliver anything beyond probabilities and
appearances. Buch was his good sense and moderation.
But the passionate, the zealous Augustin,insults the noble
Roman on his scepticism and reserve, and professes the
most thorough belief and assurance.1 A heathen p t ,
however,oontemporary with the saint, absurdly eateems
1

De oivitate Dei, 1. iii., cap. 17.
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the religious system of the latter so fake, that even the
credulity of children, he says, could not engage them to
believe it.’
Is it strange, when mistakes are so common, to find
everyonepositive
anddogmatical;andthatthe
zeal
often risee in proportion to the error? “Miverunt,” says
Spartian, ii et ea tempestate Judd bellzcm quod vetabantw
mutilare genita6ia.”
If ever there was a nation or a time in which the public
religion lost all authority over mankind, we might expect
that infidelity in Rome during the Ciceronian age would
openly have erected its throne, and that Cicero himself, in
every
speech and action, would have been its most declared
abettor. But it appears that whatever sceptical liberties
d a t great man mightuse in his writings or in philosophical conversation, he yet avoided, in the common
conduct of life, the imputation of deism and profaneness.
Even in his own family, and to his wife Terentia, whom
hehighly trusted, he was willing toappear a devout
religionist ; and there remains a letter, addressed to her,
in which he seriously desires her to offersacrifice .to
Apollo and Bsculapius, in gratitude for the recovery of
his health.g
Pompey’sdevotion wm muchmoresincere.
In all his
conduct, during the civil wars, he paid & great regard to
auguries, dreams, and prophesies.‘ Augustus was tainted
with superstition of everykind.
As it is reported of
Milton, that his poetical geuius never flowed with
and abundance in the spring ; so Augustus observed that
1 Cleudii Rutilii Nnmitiani iter,

lib. i. 1. 394.

* In vita Adriani. 14.

8

Lib. xiv. epist. 7.

4 C i m

de Divin. lib. ii., 08p. 24.

h l own
~ genius for d r e d g never was so .p&fect d

,

m
b a t Beason, nor wlc~BO much, to be -relied on, a d a g
the rest of the year. That great and able emperor w&a
a b extrctrriely uneasy -when he happened to change his
khcjes, and put the right footshoe.on left
the foot.' In short,
it "cannot be doubted but the votaries of the edFtabliehed
#uperstition of antiquity were rn numerous in every state
as those of the modern religion are at present. a
t
I
Influence waa BB universal, though it waa not so great.
' A a many people gave their assent to it, though that assent
"was not seemingly so strong) precise, and afl3rmative.
We may observe that, notwithstanding the dogmatical,
"Imperious style of all mperstition, the conviction of the
-religionists, in all ages, is moreaffected than real, and
scarcelyever
approaches in any degree to that solid
'belief and persuasion which governs UB in the common
%iTairs of life. Men dare not avow, even totheir own
-hearts, the doubts which they entertain on such subjects.
'They make a merit of implicit faith, and disguise to them'SeIYes their real infidelity by t h e strongest asseverations
"'hdmost positive bigotry. But nature is too hard for ali
'their endeavors, and snf€ers not the obwure, glimmering
light afforded in those shadowy regions, to equalthe
Wrong impremiom made by common sense and by ex;priance. The usual course of men's conduct belies their
-Wo&+ and shows that the assentin these matters is wme
%nmuntable opertltion of the mind between disbelief
"md am&tion, but approaching much nearer the f
d
e
r
'
t
h
a
nt h e latter.
Since, therefore, the mind of man a p p m of eo loose

-
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humour,anddependent on the presentincidents, which
strike the imagination.The
difference is only in the
degrees. An ancient will place a stroke of impiety and
one of superstitionalternately,throughout
a whole discourse.1 A modern often thinks in the same way, though
he may be more guarded in his expressions.
Lucian tells ua expressly,*that whoever believed not the
most ridiculousfables of paganism wasdeemed by the
people profaneand impious. To what purpose, indeed,
would that agreeableauthor have employed the whole
force of his wit and satire against the national religion,
had not that religionbeengenerally
believed by his
countrymen and contemporaries ?
Livy acknowledges, as frankly as any divine would at
present, the common incredulity of his age ; but then he
condemns it BB severely. And who can imagine that a
national superstition, which could delude so great a man,
would not also impose on the generality of the people ?
The 8toics bestowed many magnificent and even impions
epithets on theirsage ; that he alone was rich,free, a
k i n g , andequalto the immortal Gods. Theyforgot to
add that he was not superior in prudence and understanding to an old woman. For surelynothing can be more

@
i
f
than
d the mthents ,which :.*t ,sept ,.,w$er@inqd
with regard to religious mstters ; .while $hey. - , & o ~
w e with the common augurs that when a rsven.aro4.l~~
h p ,$he left it is a gaod omen, but a bad, ope .,wbes,:a
m k makes a noise from the same quarter. PaJLaetiueq y
the only Btoic among the Greeks who so mqah as doubted
with r e p d to auguries w d divinations.' N'clrcg &oninus3 tells us that he himself had r w i ~ w lmany wlI;sonitions from the Gods in his deep. It"$true,iEpictetusa
forbids us to regard the language of roolrs and ravens, but
it is not that they do not speak truth : it is only beaaw
$hey can foretell nothing but the breaking of our neok pr
the forfeiture of our estate, which me c i r c , w W e s , .say8
he, that nowise concern.ua. Thus the Staha join a pwopophical e n t h h m t o a religious superstjtion. The foqe
of their mind, being all turned to t h e side of morale,
mbent itself in that of. religion.'
Plato introduces Socrates affirming that the amu?a.tion
of impiety raised against him was awing .ent;rely to
rejecting suchfables aa thoee of. 8aturn's pastrating bh '
&ather,Uranus, and Jupiter's dethroning Saturn. Yet, jn
8 eubeequent
Soorates confesses that
the d o a t ~ e
of the mortality of the soul was the rgwived opinion of
t h e people. Is there here any contradiction ? Yes, surely.
But the contradiction is not in Plato ; it is in the people,
whose religious principles in genmal are ~ W R P compQ98d
~

.hie

&-&e lnoat discordant pa&, especially
a g e ,,when.
sapemtition sat so easy end light upon them.'
The same Cioero who &at& in his own
appeax a devout religioniat, makes no BoFupIe, in a public .
mu& of judicature, of ,treating$he dootrine of a;fut;ure &e
, i n

;

a

n

. f a m i l y >

f

b

* Xenophon's conduct, sa related by himaelf, is at once an hamtestable p m f of the general credulity of mankind in those ages, 8nd
ttte incoherences, in all
8, of men's opinion^ in religious.m
a
b
.
"hat great captain and p%loaopher, the disciple of h
r
a
e
ts
,and one
imho has delivered some of the moat refined eedmenb with regani.fo
adeity, gave dl the following marks of vulgar, pagan superstitian.
By h r a t e s ' advice, he consulted the oraale of Delphi, before he
wanld engage in the expedition of
De Exped. lib.
p. 294.
ex edit. Leuncl. Sees a dream the night after the generala w m
seized ; which he pays great regard to, but thing,ambiguous. Id.
p..296. He and the whole army regard eneezing w a very lucsky
omen. Id. p. 300. Hw another dream, when he comes to the river
Centrites, whioh his fellow-general, Chemphue, also pays p t
ard to. Id. lib. iv.,page 323. The Oreeke, dering from a
north wind, sacrifice to i t ; and the historian observes that it
inmmdintaly abated. Id. p.329. Xenophon oonsulb the sawifma
in secret, before Be would form any resolution with himeelf about
eettling a colony. Lib. v. p. 369. He waa himself a very sgitfnl
etarmined by the victims to refw the wle
augur. Id. p 361. Is d
command of the army which waa offered him. Lib. vi. p. 273.
Cleander, the 9 artan, though ve deairoua of.it, refume it for,the
w e reason. %. p. 392. Xenoxon mentions an old dream dbh
the interpretation given him, wien he find joined
P.373.
Xentions ale0 t h e place of Herodw' dewant into
aa . b&&g
it, and says the marks of it are still remaining. Id. p. 376. Had
almost starved the army, rather than lead them to the field ag&&
the auspices, Id.p. 382,383.
Hie friend, Euolides, the aogsr,
would not believe that he had brought no money from the expedition
&
he
ill(Euolides) saorihd, and then he BBW fhe matter d ~ l iny.@
Exfe. Lib. p. 426. The m e philosopher, prop0fdng.a proiwt
of minea for the increese of the Athenian revenues, advlsee thm.
&.et to
the oracle. De Rat. Red 392. That dl fhis devotion
wm not a fame, in order to mrve a
p u r p e , appesre abth
from the faote t h e d v e s , and from the ~ I U Wof that wp, wkan
little or nothing could be gained by h
J . Besidq XenM appears from his Memorabilia, wee a z o f herdic in &
ow tmw,
,which no litiod devotee ewr ie. It ie for the m m FB(LBoI1 I-Attain thstsewtan, hoke, Chh, &., being A
h m biniwu,
waeverpeincereinthemeedthey
4.
bnd Idnyroa(pjse

Uyrua.

iii.

3

c.

vii.

po+
l

g"i

fhisargmnenttosome~~w~~needehrveitShsfi~

~blebuttltlrttheeagreab~masthsvebedah~

arlQs.
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as a I:idiculous fableto which nobody could gj v e any
attention.' Sallust a represents Uassar as speaking the
s u e language in the open senate.'
But that all these freedoms implied not a totaland
universal infidelity and scepticism amongst the people is
too apparenttobe
denied. Though some parts of the
national religion hung loose upon the minds of men, other
parts adhered more closely to them. And it was the great
business of the sceptical philosophers to show that there
was no more foundation for one than for the other. This
is the artifice of Cotta in the dialogues concerning the
aatwre ofthe Gods. He refutes the whole system of mythology by leading the orthodox, gradually, from the more
momentous stories, vhich were believed, to the more
frivolous, which everyone ridiculed. From the gods to
the goddesses ; from the goddesses to the nymphs; from
the nymphstothefawnsandsatyrs.
His master, Carneades, had employed the same method of rea~oning.~
Upon the whole, the greatestand
most observable
differences between a traditional mythoZogica1 religion and a
systematical schoketioa~one, are two. The former is often
more reasonable,as oonsisting only of a multitude of
stories, which, however groundless, imply no express
absurdity and demonstrative contradiction ; and sits also
Pro Cluentio, cap. 6 1.
a De bello Catilin. 51.
Cicen,
Qnsest. lib. i. cap. 6, 6,) and Seneca (Eptt. 24), &B
lrlso Juvenal (Satyr 2, l49),maintain that there ia no boy or old womau
LK) ridicnloas aa to believe the poete in their accounts of a future
state. m y then does Lucretins 80 highly exalt hb master for
freeing us from these terrofaP Perhaps the generality
of mankind were
then in the dispoation of Cephalus inPl&o (deRep. lib. i 330 D. ,who
wWe he waa 30ung and healthful could ridioule these stories, kut &p.
Boon BB he became old and infirmbegan to entertain apprehensions of
their
Thie we m y obmve not to be unusual even at preoent.
4 &x*. Eznpir. advare. Mathem. lib. ir, 429.
8

('Xbc.

truth.
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so easy and light on men’s miads, that, though it may be

as universally received, it happilymakes no such deep
impression on the affections and understanding.

&amox

~ ~ . - h . p i O U 8cwzcqtwns

of the divine nzahwe

in

populwr religions of loth kinds.
The primary religion of mankind arises chiefly from
an anxious fear of futureevents;andwhat
ideas wiU
naturally be entertained of invisible, unknown powem,
while men lie under dismal apprehensions of any kind,
may easily be conceived. Everyimage of vengeance,
severity, cruelty, and malice must occur, and must augment
the ghastliness and horror whichoppresses the amazed
religionist. A Fanic having onceseized the mind, the
active fancy still farther multiplies the objects of terror;
while that profound darkness, or, what is worse, that
glimmering light, with which we are environed, representa
the spectres of divinity under the most dreadful appearances imaginable. And no idea of perverse wickedness
can be framed which those terrified devotees do not readily,
without scruple, apply to their deity.
This appears the natural stateof religion, when surveyed
in one light. But if we consider, on the other hand, that
spirit of praise and eulogy which necessarily haa place in
all religions, and which is the consequence of these very
terrors, we must expect a quite contrary system of theology
to prevail. Every virtue, every excellence, must be ascribed
to the clivinib,and no exaggeration will be deemed suflident to reach those perfections with which he is endowed
Whatever strains of panegyrio caa be kvented,
im-

w i t h d - c o m d t m g any mgumenia er
phfenemenak. It is esteemed a su3Xent coniirmation of
them that they gim us more magdoent idog the
&vine object of our worship and adoration.
Here, therefore, is a kind of contradiction between the
different principles of human nature which enter into
religion. Our naturalterrorspresentthe
notion of a
defish and malicious deity: our propensity to praise
leads UB toacknowledge an excsUent and divine. And
.the influence of t h m oppo~& principles is d o w ,
mcorbing t o the d8erent situation of the human uudanatanding;
I n verybarbarous and ignorant nations, such as the
A f r i c a n s and Indians, nay, ewn the Japanese, who ma
€ d m no extensive idea8 of power and knowledge, worahip
may be paid to a being whom they confess to be wi&d
and detestable ; though they may be cautious, perhaps, of
pronouncing this judgment of him in public, or in hie temple,
where he may be snpposed to hear theirreproaches.
Such rude, imperfect ideas of the divinity adhere 1t& all idolaters ; and it m y safely be adinned that the
&ekn themselves never got en6irely rid of them. It is
remarlred by Xenophon,' in praise of Socrates, that this
plhtloeopher asrwnted: not to the vulgar opinion, which
aetpporrsd the gode to m
] ow 803138 things and be iparmt
of &h&s. He rn&&ed
thatthey knew every-;
done,
OF even thought. But rn this ww>a
W n of philomphy 8 .mwh above the conception of his
a ~ e i l i t h b, e & r a c e d ,

I

1

&m. lib: i,19.

3tJaeleaq B " W

mmg #e amimb a# a v q
thepresenoeoftheGAw
extended everywhere; as we learn
d~Dr&,811

kW
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counhpien, w6 n&not be surprised if. very fmdsly, in
their b o o b and c o n ~ ~ t i o they
n , blamed the d e h
vhom they worthipped in the& temples. It is obser&le
thht Herodotus in particular m p l e s not,in many pmag!&,
ascribe my to the Gods ; a sentiment of all. 0 t h the
most suitable to a mean and devilish nature. The pagan
t o ‘

hymns, howeer, sung in publicworship, contained notbut epitheh of praide, even while the actions. aeeribed to
the Gode were the most barbarous and detestable. When
Timothens, the poet, recited a hymn to Diana, where he
emunerated, withthe greatest eulogies, all the actions a d
attributes of that cruel,capricious goddess, ((May ybw
daughter,” said one present, “ become such aa the d d y
whom you celebrate.”
But a~ men farther exalt their idea of their divinity, it
is their notion of his power and knowledge only, m
l at
of his goodness, which is improved. On the contrq,
in proportion, to the supposed extent of his science a d
authority,theirtefroranaturally
augment; while they
believe that no secrecy can conced them from h% scmtim#,
and that even the inmost recebses of their breast liw opan
’ before h i m ,
They ‘must then be careful not to famwxpressly any sentiment of blame and disapprobation.
must be applauee; radshment, ecstacy. And while their
glaomy apprehensionsmake them mcribe to him meaam&s
ai condud which, in human creatures; wodd be highly
blamed, they must still affect to praise and admire that
mdud in the object of their devotional addresses. Thus
it may safely be affirmed that popular religions ‘are redly,
the mmeption of their more
votaries, s p d

de,

Phtdtrch. de saperstit., 10.
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of dmmocism; and the higher thedeity is exalted inpower
and knowledge, the lower of course ishe depressed in
goodness and benevolence, whatever epithets of praise may
be bestowed on him by his amazed adorers. Among
idolaters,the words may be false, and belie the secret
opinion. But among more exalted religionists, the opinion
itself often contracts a kind of falsehood, and belies the
inward sentiment. The heartsecretly detests such measures
of cruel and implacable vengeance, butthejudgment
dares not but pronounce them perfect and adorable. And
the additional misery of this inward struggle aggravate6
all the other terrors by
which these unhappy victims to
superstition are for ever haunted.
Lucian' observes thata young man who reads the
history of the gods in Homer or Hesiod, and finds their
factions, wars,injustice,incest,adultery,andother
immoralities so highIy celebrated, is much surprised afterwards, when he comes into the world, to observe that
punishments are by law inflicted on the same actions which
hehad been taught to ascribe tosuperiorbeings.
The
contradiction is stSI perhaps stronger between the representations given us by some later religions and our
natural ideas of generosity, lenity, impartiality,and
justice;andin
proportion to the multipliedterrors of
these religions, the barbarous conceptions of the divinity
are multiplied upon
Nothing can preserveuntainted
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the genuine principles of morals in our judgment of
human conduct but the absolute necessity of these principles to the existence of society. If common conception can
indulge princes in a system of ethics somewhat dif€erent
for a religion to represent the divinity in still a more immoral and
unmiable light than he was pictured by the ancients, we shnll c i b a
long passagefrom an author of taste and imagination,who wae
surely no enemy to Cluistianity. It is the Chevalier Ramsay, a
writer who had 80 laudable an inclination to be orthodox, that hie
reason never found any difEculty even in the doctrines which Freethinkers scruple the most, the trinity, incarnation, and satbfmtion.
His humanity alone, of which he seems to have had a great stock,
rebelled against the doctrines of eternal reprobation and predestination. He expresses himself thus : ‘ I What strange ideas,” says he,
“would an Indian or a Chinese philosopher haveof our holy religion,
if they judged by the schemes givenof it by our modern Freethinkers,
and pharisaical doctors of all sects ? According to the odious and too
vecZgar system of these incredulous scoffers and credulous scribblem,
“I‘he God of the Jewsis a most cruel, unjust, partial, and fantaatid
being. He created, about 6,000 years ago, a man and a woman, and
laced them in a h e garden of Asia, of which there are no remains.
s garden was furnished with all sorts of trees, fountains and
flowers. H e allowed them the uae of all the fruits of this beautiful
arden, except of one, that was plantea in the midst thereof, and that
fad in it a secret virtue of preaeming them in continnal health and
*our of body and mind, of exalting their natural powers and ma
them wise. T l ~ edevil enteredinto the body of a serpent, and solid
7
3
the first woman to eat of the forbidden fruit ; she engaged her husband
to do the same. To punish thie slight curioaig and naturalde& of
life and knowledge, God not only threw our first parents out of
paradise, but he condemned all their posterity to kmporal
and the greatest art of them to eternal paine, though the eo& of
these innocent cd&en have no more relation to that of Adam than
to those of Nero and Mahomet ; since, according to the scholaetio
drivellers. fabulists, and mythologists, all souls are created pure, and
infusedimmediate1
into mortal bodies, 80 soon as the fcetns is
formed. To a c c o m p h the barbarous, partid decree of PredeBtination
and reprobation,Godabandoned all nations to darkness,idolatry,
and superstition, without any =ring knowledge or salutary grama ;
d e s s it was one particular nation, whom he chose ae hia p
n
r
i
lr
r
people. This choeen nation wae, however, the most stn id, ungrateful, r e b e ~ o and
s p e ~ a o u of
s all nations. after a ~ d thw
kept the fargreater part of all the human speciw, duriog near 4,000
ear, in a reprobate state, he changed all of a sudden, and took a
fancy for other nations, beside the Jews. Then he sent hie only
begotten son to the world, under a humsn form, to appeme hie wrafh,
~ f b t i ~his
f s vindictive justice, and die for the pardon of
V q
few nations, however,have heard of thia gospel ; and all
r%et,

til

misery,

‘

tad

&.

.
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from that which should regulateprivate persona, hop
much more those superior beings whose attributes, view,
a d nature are so totally unknown to us? Swat o q e p i e
wczjura.’ The gods have maxims of justice peculiar to
themselves.
though left in invinaible ignorance, are damned without exception,
or any posaibility of remieaion. The greatest part of those who have
heard of it have changed only some speculative notions about God,
and some external forms in worahip. For in other respecte the bulk
of Christians have continued as corrupt as the rest of mankind in
their morals; yea, so much the more perverse and criminal, that their
lights were greater. Unless it be a very smaU, select number, all
other Christians, likethe pagans, will be for ever damned ; the q a t
wriiice offered up for them will become mid and of no effect ; God
w
l
l
itake delight for ever in their torments and blasphemies ; and
though be can by one &
a
t change their he-,
yet they will remain
for ever unconverted and unconvertible, because he will be for ever
mappeasable and irreconcilable. It is true that all this makes Gkrd
odious ; a hater of sonlr, rather than a lover of them ; a cruel, vindictive tyrant ; an impotent or a wrathful dwnon, r a t b r than an
all-powerful, beneficent father of spirits. Yet all t h i ~is & mystery.
He hae seoret reaeons for hie conduct that are impenetrable ; wd
though he appears unjnst and barbarous, yet we must believe the
contrary, because what is injustiw, crime, cruelty, and the blackest
malice in nu, is in him justice, mercy, and savereign gnohss.’ Thus
&e incrednioua Freethinkers, the j u d a g C U n s , and the
fatdietic doctom have disfigured and dishonored the s u b W
mysteries of our holy faith; thus they have confounded the nature d
good and evil, tranaformed the most monstrous passions into divine
&ribntes, and mrpaased the pagans in blasphemy, by ascribing to
&e eternal nature? aa perfections, what makes the most horrid
&ea
amongst men. The groseer p&gana contented t h e d v e s
&vinizii Inst, incast, and adultery ; but the predestinarian dockq
have divinized cruelty, wrath, fury, vengesnae, and all the blacker$
pima.’’ (See the Chevalier Rtutuay’~‘‘Phil080 h i d Prinaiplm O#
H & d and Revealed Beligion ”, part 2, p. 401.7 The ~ a m eauthor
w m t s , in other placee, that the Arminian and Ilddinbt &ernes aeqe
mry litde to mend the matter. And
having thy thrown himself
out of all received mota of C h r h W t y , he is o b w to advance p.
sg.etem of hL own, which ie a kind of Origenkm, and EU pome the
p
r
e
d
‘
n
o
e
of the mu~sboth of men ~ n be~ete,
d
a ~ &e
d e
t
a
&
dvation and amversion of &u men, beoate, and devils. But this
a&ion, bing quits peculiar to bimealf, we ueed not h a t of. I
thought the @oris of thia ingeniow author verg Q&OW ; h$,$

~nottowturentthejustneasof~.
a ovid. Ibetam. ,Lib.i
s.499.
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intaence of pop~larreligimk

M

mwaZa'ty.

Here I cannot forbear observing a fact which may be
worth the attention of such as make human nature the
object of their enquiry. I t is certain that in every religion,
however sublime the verbal definition which it gives of
its divinity, many of the votaries, perhaps the greatest
number, will still seek the divine favor, not by virtue
and good morals, whichalonecan
be acceptable to a
perfect being, but either by frivolous observances, by
intemperate zeal, by rapturous ecstasies, or by the belief
of mysterious and absurd opinions. The least part of the
Sadder, as well as of the Pentatezleh, consists in precepts of'
morality ; and we may be assured also that that part wm
always the least observed and regarded. When the old
Romans were attackedwitha
pestilence, theynever
of
ascribed their sufferings to their vices,ordreamed
repentance and amendment.They
never thought that
they were the general robbers of the world, whose ambition and avarice made desolate the earthandreduced
opulent nations to want and beggary. They only created
a dictator,' in order to drive a nail into a door, and by
that meanstheythought that they had sufEiciently appeased their incensed deity.
InBgina, one faction, forminga conspiracy, barbarouslyand treacherously assassinated seven hundred
of their fellow citizens ; and carried their fury so f a r that,
one miserable fugitive having fled to the temple, they cut
aff his hands, by which he clung to the gates, and carry-

'

I)ictator &via figendre o a k .

T.Livii, 1. *%.,
oap. 2.
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ing him out of holy ground, immediately murdered him.

‘‘ By this impiety ”, says Herodotus ’ (not by the other
many cruel assassinations), ‘‘ they offended the gods, and
contracted an inexpiable gudt.”
Nay, if we should suppose, what seldom happens, that
a popular religion were found, in which it was expressly
declared that nothing but morality could gain the divine
favor ; if an order of priests were instituted to inculcate
this opinion in daily sermons andwith allthearts of
persuasion ; yet so inveterate are the people’s prejudices,
that, for want of some other superstition, they would
make the very attendance on these sermons the essentials
of religion, ratherthan place them in virtueand good
morals. The sublime prologueof Zaleucus’s laws2 inspired
not the Locrians, so far as we can learn, with any sounder
notions of the measures of acceptance with the deity than
were familiar to the other Greeks.
This observation, then, holds universally. But still one
may be at some loss to account for it. It is not s a c i e n t
to observe thatthe people everywheredegrade
their
deities into a similitude with themselves, and consider
them merely as a species of human creatures, somewhat
more potent and intelligent. This will not remove the
difficulty. For there is no man so stupid, as that, judging
by his natural reason, he wouldnotesteem
virtueand
honesty the most valuable qualities which any person
could possess. Why not ascribe the samesentiment to
his deity ? Why not make all religion, or the chief part
of it, to consist in these attainments ?
Nor is it satisfactory to say that the practice of morality
Lib.

vi. 91.

2

To be found in Diod. Sic. lib. xii.120.
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is more &Bcult than that of superstition, and is therefore
rejected. For, not to mention the excessivepenances oi
the Brachmans and Talapoins, it is certain that the
.Rhamadan of the Turks, during which the poor wretohea,
for many days, often in the hottest months of the year,
and in some of the hottest climates of the world, remain
without eating or drinking from the rising to the setting
Bun. ThisRhamadan, I say,must be moresevere than
the practice of any moral duty, even to the most vicious
.and depraved of mankind. The four lents of the Muscovites, and the austerities of some Roman Catholics, appear
more disagreeable than meekness and benevolence. In
.short, all virtue, when men are reconciled to it by ever so
little practice, is agreeable. A l l superstition is for ever
odious and burdensome.
as a
Perhapsthe followingaccountmaybereceived
true solution of the difficulty. The duties which a man
performs as a friend or parent seem merely owing to his
benefactor or children; nor can he be wanting to these
duties without breaking through all the ties of nature and
morality. A strong inclination may prompthim to the
performance, A sentiment of order andmoralbeauty
Joins its force to these natural ties ; and the whole man, if
truly virtuom, is drawn to his duty without any effort or
endeavour. Even withregard to the virtues which are
more austere, and more founded on reflection, such &B
public spirit, filial duty, temperance, or integrity,the
moral obligation, in our apprehension, removes dl pretence to religious merit;andthe
virtuous conduct is
deemed no more than what we owe to society and to our8eh3S. In all this a superstitious man fin& nothing whinh
he hw properly perfomed for the sake of his deiky, q

W s h can p&arly

recommend him to the divine favoi-

'haprotection. He considers not that the most genuiae
method of serving the divinity is by promoting the happiaess of his creatures. He still looks out for some morb
immediate service of the supreme being, in order to allay
Chose terrors with which he is haunted. And any practice
recommended to him which either serves to no purpose in
,life, or offers the strongest violence to his natural inclinagens, that practice he will the more readily embrace, oh
.&ccount of those very circumstanceswhichshould make
him absolutely reject it. I t seems the more purely
mligious became it proceech from no mixture of any other
fnotive or consideration. And if, for its sake, he sacrifices
such of his ease and quiet, his claim of c;erit appeare
stillto ri s e upon him in proportion to the zeal and
devotion which he discovers. I n restaring a loan or paying
a debt his divinity is nowise beholden to him ; because
these acts of justice are what he was bound to perform,
afid what many would have performed were there no God
ih the universe. But if he fast a day, or give himself a
bound whipping, this has a direct reference, in his opinion,
fi, the service of God. NO other motive could engage him
k such austerities. By these dietinguished marks of
hvution he has now acquired the divine favor ; and may
Bkpect, in recumpense, protection and safety in this world
.ttnd eternal happiness in the next.
Hence the greatteet crimes have been found, in many
Wtances, compatible with a superstitious piety and devo:Con, Hence it ie justly regarded as unsafe to draw any
&& inferencB m favor of a man's morals from the
Mor OT s # s i a a of his wligious exercises, even though

$hat enowities of the blackest dye have been rather q t
to produce superstitious terrors, and increase the religion$
passion. Bomilcar, having formed a conspiracy for assaseinatingat once the whole senate of Carthage, 4
ipvading the liberties of his country, lost the opportunity,
from a continual regard to omens and prophecies. (‘Those
who undertake the most criminal and most dangerous
enterprises are commqnly the most superstitious ; ” as aq
ancient historian ’ remarks on this occasion. Their devotion and spiritual faith rise with their fears. Catiline was
not contented with the established deities and received
rites of the national religion. His anxiousterrorsmade
him seek new inventions of this kind,2 which henever
of, hadheremained
a goad
probablyhaddreamed
citizen, and obedient to the laws of his country.
To which we may add that, even after the commission of
crimes, there arise remorse8 and secret horrors, which give
no rest to the mind, but make it have recourse to religious
rites and ceremonies, as expiations of its offences. Whatmer weakens or disorders the internal framepromotes the
bterests of superstition ; and nothing is more destructive
to them than a manly steady virtue, which either preservg
us from diaastrous, melancholy accidents, or teaches us to
bear them. During such calm sunshine of the mind, thetas
&pectres of false divinity never m&e their appearapce. Qn
the other hand, while we abandon ourselves to the natur.d
undisciplined suggestions of our timid and anxious hearts,
@verykind of barbarity is mcribed to the supreme Being,
born the terrors with which we are agitated ; and e v q
lind of Gaprice, from the methods which we embrace,
, j p
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order to appease
him.
Barbarity,
caprice; these qualities,
however nominally disguised, we may universally observe,
form the rulingcharacter of the deity in popular religions..
Even priests, instead of correcting these depraved ideas of
mankind, have often beenfoundready
t o foster and
encouragethem.
The moretremendous the divinity is
represented, the more tame and submissivedo men become
to his ministers; and the more unaccountable the measures
of acceptance required by him, the more necessary does it
become to abandon our natural reason, and yield t o their
ghostly guidance and direction. Thus it may be allowed
that the artifices of men aggravate our natural infirmities
and follies of this kind, but never originally beget them.
Their root strikes deeper into the mind, and springs from
the essential and universal properties of human nature.

~ E C T I O NXV.-

/

Qenwal Corollary.

Though thestupidity of men,barbarous and uninstructed, he so great that they may not see a sovereign
author in themore obvious works of nature, to which they
axe so much familiarized ; yet it scarcely seems possible
that any one of good understandingshould reject that
idea, when once it is suggested to him. A purpose, an
intention, a design, is evident in everything ; andwhen
our comprehension is so far enlarged as to contemplate
the firat rise of this visible system, we must adopt, with
the strongest conviction, the idea of some intelligent cause
or author.Theuniform
maxim, too, which prevail
throughout the whole frame of the universe, natkrally, if
not necessarily, lead US to aonceive this intelligence &B

.
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maybe expected,from the analogy of nature, that the
baee, the absurd, the mean, theterrifying, will be discovered equally in religious fictions and chimeras.
The universal propensity to believe in invisible, intelligent power, if not an original instinct, being at least
a general attendant of human nature, may be considered
as a kind of mark or stamp, which the divineworkman
hasset upon his work ; and nothing surely cnnmore
dignify mankind thanto be thus selected from all the
other parts of the creation, andtobear
the image or
impression of t,he universal Creator. But consult this
image, as it appears in the popular religions of the world.
How is the deity disfigured in our representations of him !
What caprice, absurdity, and immorality are attributed to
him ! How much is he degraded even below the character
which we should naturally, in common life, ascribe to a
man of sense and virtue !
What a noble privilege is it of human reason to attain
the knowledge of the supreme Being; and, from the
vieible vorks of nature, be enabled to infer so sublime a
principle as its supreme Creator ? But turn the reverse of
the medal. Gurvey most nations and most ages. Examine
the religious principles which have, in fact, prevailed in
the world. You will scarcely be persuaded that they me
other than sick men’sdreams ; or perhaps will regard them
more as theplaysome whimsiesof monkeys in human shape
than the serious,positive, dogmatical asseverations of a
being who dignifies himself with the name of rtttional.
Hear the verbal protestetions of all men. Nothing they
are so certain of as their religious tenets. Examine their
lives. You will scarcely think thatthey
repose the
smallest confidence in them,
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The greatest andtruest
zealgives
us no security
against hypocrisy. The mostopen impiety is attended
with a secret dread and compunction.
No theological absurdities so glaringas
havenot,
sometimes,beenembraced
by men of the greatest and
most cultivated understanding. No religious precepts SO
rigorous as have not been adopted by the most voluptuous
and most abandoned of men.
Ignorance is the mother of Devotion: a maxim that is
proverbial, and confirmed bygeneral experience. Look
out for a people entirely void of religion: if you find.
them atall, kJe assured thattheyarebut
few degrees
removed from brutes.
What so pure as some of the morals included in some
theological systems? 1Vhq.t so corrupt as some of the
practices to which these systems give rise ?
The comfortable
views
exhibited by the belief of
futurityare ravishingand delightful. But how quickly
they vanish on the appearance of its terrors, which keep
a more firm and durable possession of the human mind!
The whole is a riddle, an enigma, an inexplicable
mystery. Doubt, uncertainty, suspense of judgment,
appear the only result of our most accurate scrutiny
concerning this subject. But such is the frailty of human
reason, and such the irresistible contagion of opinion, that
even this deliberate doubt could scarcely be upheld, -did
we not enlarge ourview, and, opposing one species of
superstition to another, set them a quarrelling ; while we
ourselves, during their fury and contention, happily make
our escape into the calm, though obscure, regions of
philosophy.

